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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
C:l\LT£X 
elF lubricants __ <3 
ENGEN 





Figure 1.1: Logos of the members of the ROSE Foundation 
1.2.2 Used Oil Recycling 
Used lubricating oils collected in South Africa are put to the following uses: 
• Re-refining 
• Reprocessing for subsequent burning in industrial furnaces 
• Reprocessing for other uses 
• Untreated burning in lime plants and in brick or tile kilns 
About 11 % of the total volume of collected used oil is re-refined by the company Flexilube in 
Meyerton. This volume of oil is recycled into the market where it supplements the supply of 
virgin lubricating oils. About 76% of the total collected volume is reprocessed for subsequent 
burning. Examples of reprocessing operations are the Fuel Firing System (Pty) Ltd (FFS 
Refineries) reprocessing plants in Durban and Cape Town, and the Exoltech plant in 
Krugersdorp. The reprocessing plants currently operational in South Africa are largely 
constructed from salvaged refinery equ pment although operators such as FFS Refineries have 
been involved in the design and operation of their own processing plants. (FFS Refineries 
Brochure, 1999) These treatment plants produce oils of varying qualities with most of them 
capable of producing quality low sulphur fuel, which may be blended with heavy fuel oils (HFO) 
before disposal. Reprocessed oils that are sold as fuel are burned in a wide variety of industrial 
applications which include commercial and industrial boilers, direct firing furnaces, ceramics kilns 
and in space heaters. 
Reprocessed oils are also employed in other applications such as substituting metal working oils 
and a constituent in the manufacture of slurry explosives. Slurry explosives are manufactured by 
Bulk Mining Explosives at Carletonville in the Gauteng province. About 9 % of the collected and 
reprocessed volume of used lubricating oil is used in the manufacture of slurry explosives. 
About 4 % of the total volume of collected used oil is burned as a fuel without prior treatment in 
lime kilns and brick kilns. Untreated used oil in these operations supplements or replaces the 
burning of heavy fuel oils, and is therefore dependent on the process equipment's handling of 
fuel with characteristics which are different to those for which it was originally designed and on 
the process' ability to completely destroy or contain the contaminants found in used oil. 
The use of used oil for wood pole oiling and in road oiling for dust control has been documented 
by Norton (1999), however, the volumes of used oil consumed in these applications are not 
known. Used oil recycling activities such as road oiling for dust control and wood pole oiling, 
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Chapter 2 A REVIEW OF USED LUBRICATING OIL MANAGEMENT 
OPTIONS 
characteristic temperature. (see Figure 2.1). The zones can be divided into the dehydrating zone, 
the calcining zone and the sintering zone. Reaction temperatures in the sintering zone reach at 
least 14500(; with a flame temperature of over 20000 C. Gas residence times are normally 
approximately 3 seconds. (McKendry-Smith, 1989) 
The energy requirements of the process depend on the type and size of kiln being used, as well as 
on the type of cement being manufactured. The energy requirements range from 3700 kJlkg 
cement produced for short kilns using the dry process and 6900 kJ/kg for long kilns using the 
wet process (Berry et al, 1975). 
Kilns normally burn No.6 fuel oil, natural gas or coal and can easily be modified to bum used 
oil. Used oil can be burned in cement kilns without many of the negative air quality effects 
normally associated with burning in smaller units. Investigators have determined that the 
hydraulic and structural properties of the cement would not be compromised by the use of waste 
oil fuels and that most of the oil contaminants would remain within the insoluble structure of the 
hydrated compounds in the concrete produced from the cement. (4CCME Report, 1989) 
Berry et al (1975) also report that untreated used oil can be utilised as a fuel in cement kilns 
without adverse environmental impacts provided the kilns have adequate emission abatement 
facilities. The detailed results of the trials carried out by Berry et al (1975) on the dry process kiln 
at the St Lawrence Cement Company, Mississauga, Ontario indicate that most of the 
contaminants in the used oil are trapped in the cement product and in processing by products. 
The encapsulation of used oil contaminants in cement was found not to have any adverse effects 
on the cement quality. 
Exhaust Gases 
Material Temperature 
So,,:n:e: ;dckmdry-Smilh, 1989 
Fig 2.1 The cement kiln 
Dehydration 
zone 






Used oils are used as fuel in asphalt plants. In the USA over 40% of the used oil burned in 1996 
was burned in asphalt plants. These plants use emission control strategies ranging from wet 
scrubbers to baghouses. The used oil is burned untreated in furnaces within the plants. (McCabe 
and Newton, 1997) 
VI. Direct burning options for used oil collected in South Africa 
About 4 % of the total volume of used lubricating oil collected in South Africa is burned as a fuel 
without prior treatment in limekilns and brick making kilns. (Norton, 1999) No information was 
found which confirmed that used oils were being burned without prior treatment in heat 























Chapter 2 A REVIEW OF USED LUBRICATING OIL MANAGEMENT 
OPTIONS 
Of all the trace metal particulates emitted, lead is of principal concern with regard to health 
effects. In addition to particulates and trace metal emissions, there is concern relative to the 
emission of polynuclear aromatics (PNAs) and PCBs. These require high temperatures for 
complete destruction and are also of concern for health reasons. 
The environmentall~sks associated with burning of untreated used oils in any size burner can be 
reduced through the application of a variety of management strategies. Possible options include: 
• Pretreatment of used oil to meet quality specifications (e.g., settling, centrifugation, vacuum 
distillation, solvent extraction) - see section 2.4.3 
• Dilution of used oil contaminants by blending with virgin fuel oils or co-firing with coal 
• Installation of flue gas emission control equipment 
• Implementation of a program incorporating various combinations of the above options 
2.4.3 Reprocessing for Re-use and Subsequent Burning 
Industrial processes generally require less strenuous lubricating applications when compared to 
automotive lubrication. The used oils from industrial oils, if properly segregated may be cleaned 
by simple processes such as heating to evaporate moisture and filtration. This is also called 
reprocessing or reclaiming the waste oils. The clean oils may be re-employed in their industrial 
applications. The type and extent of reprocessing employed depend on the extent of 
contamination of the industrial oil. (Pyziak and Brinkman, 1993) 
Simple filtration methods are used for reprocessing hydraulic fluids that are relatively clean. 
Walters (1975) reports on a system for the severe reprocessing of waste hydraulic oil using 
filtration, vacuum dehydration and optional clay contacting. 
Waste oils are also reprocessed for other uses that do not require the adherence to the highest 
standards of performance from the lubricant. Cutting oils are being recovered by methods 
employing gravity, thermal drying, chemical cleaning and wringlers. (Oliverson, 1975) A waste 
locomotive engine crankcase oil reclamation system used on several rail systems involves 
dehydration, coagulant addition and/or filtration prior to re-use in locomotive engines. Waste 
oils may also be reclaimed and marketed as API/SA motor oil. (Pyziak and Brinkman, 1993) 
Filtration of oil from the head end gearboxes on spinning machines is done to remove impurities 
and to permit the oil to be re-used. (Walters, 1975) 
Used oils are also reprocessed for use as industrial fuels. Owing to the numerous environmental 
hazards and equipment maintenance problems associated with burning tmtreated used oils, 
specifications have been set for the burning of treated used oil. Table 2.9 gives the used fuel oil 
specifications set by the EPA in the USA. Waste oils meeting these criteria may be burned in 
burners of any size without regulation, since these specifications have been detennined to be 
protective under virtually all circumstances and fuels meeting them should not produce adverse 
environmental impacts. These specifications are generally equivalent to worst-case levels found in 
virgin fuel oils. (McCabe and Newton, 1997) 
The extent of processing of used oil to a specification fuel is detennined by the specifications of 
the oil desired by the end user. At the highest quality the oil is reprocessed to meet the 
specifications of virgin fuel oils, this process in then called re-refining and will be discussed in 
section 2.4.5 of the chapter. However, additional treatment costs involved and the marginal 
benefits associated with these treatment steps generally place high quality specification fuel at a 
disadvantage to virgin fuel oils. 
Treatment steps for used oil fuels are kept minimal in order to maintain the significant cost 
advantage over virgin fuels. Basic treatment steps such as settling, filtration and dehydration are 
































































219 48 0 0 
78 32 0 0 
93 27 0 0 
891 206 86 42 
1165 400 165 41 
122 *33 20 61 
40 7.5 
780 170 137 81 
275 65 0 0 
82.7 31 0 0 
358 96 12 12.5 






















































as a process can 
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u~"J oil is firsl pumpeJ into a na~h JchyJralor 
oil i~ Ihen c""leJ to 38"e anJ tran~ferrcd to a 
allowcU 10 settle. Temperatures of 38"e arc maintaincU in the 
'111<': sluJgc, cOlltaining ullreacleJ acid anJ most or Ihe useJ oil 
is introduceu (0 remove aciJic nnu malouorous compounus, 
I kating is discol1linucd anJ aboul 25 10 7S kg of ,ctiv,teu 
~tripping anJ clay contacting arc finishing slcp~, 
'l1'e resulting ha~e slock i~ a neutral ~()I\'cnt hase stock which is 
("HII.rcti Oill{c-l'cJjllill~ I leming, 1977) 
The Distillation/Chemical Treatment Process 
The Jistillation/chcmical treatmcnl process was Jc"c1opeJ by 
'I'he process consisls of:l scrics·(.f vacuum cyclcmc c\'ap()rafors) 
• The first stage in the process removes water, naphtha anJ 
• 'n,C scconJ Slage rel11m'<.:s Ihe gas oil, spindle oil or light 
• '111<: third and fourth slages separate uifferent 
Chemicallreallnenl is carrieJ Out in biockcu operalion, followed 
1\" ailernative solvenl extraclion can be u!-;cd wherebv virtu 
;001"'"';'",;0 Sp";"~ 'I 1\ 
I I'P wal'! I he fin;;t company iO employ rhi:-; technology and it is 
extraction 
1n (hI..' two-slagc extraction procc~s the c1arificJ nil coming 
the first I'DA uilii. 
'Inc oil Cut~ coming from the side cut~ of the vacuum 
Petroli) in hal),. 
compared (0 the ~inglc slagc) rro\'iJe~ 
1990 
Acid BIYdge 
Re&ldue I Fuel 
flRACTlOWAnoH 6OLYE",T N'fOR(). fRACTIONATION 
EJO'RACTlDN 'IltUTMEHT 
"""011 












Deasphahi"g is performed by the TFE, hoi oil healed, 
After hydmtrealing, the lubricating oil fraclion is 
(CONCAIV'li Hporl, 
'111<: process consists of a 
The pre-flash oil is partially llc,osn,l,ai"cll 




Petroleum Company of Bartlesville, Oklnhoma 
111 Ihe PHOl' Pt'-,ecss the 
TheBERC 
The BEne ltc-refining Process was m:\'CIIOr,cu 
mixeJ Wilh a solvent S)'slcm 
The sllkent trcalment smge is an integral step in the BEne 
tower, 
]l,e resulting lube cuts arc day contacteu or hydrotrcatcu to im 
The Interline Process 
Inlerline technol!lgy employs liquid propane c~lraclion for 
'11,(: proccss consists of Ihe 
Extrdction I 
Raw uscd oil is mixed with a propanc-based solVCl11 In c"lracl 
from Ihe thcll fln~hcd al 
Interlinc started industrial (l cratiol1s with this r(>cesS in 1993 
-
....... 
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16 BILLION LlTRES 
\ / 
45 BILLION LlTRES 
2.3 Material Balance on lube oil 
-- LUBE USERS 
(Il) 
USED LUBE 




~ 26.S MILLION UTRES 
DRY OIL 2.6 B1LLJON UTRES 
FOR FUEL 
.... 
18.6 BILLION LlTRES 
for the DUJIUlll~ 
USERS 
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Lube BERC re-renrun!!: 
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Annual total energy 













62.5 X 106 k] 
34.7x 
tlnl1ikm~tn, 1980 




16 X 1012 kJ 
4 X 1012 kJ 
19.8 X 1012 
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COlffil=IOl1lents at a U.u.LlllJl1ULU 












3.3. uUemlen'[S as as ,.. .. ,,1:""' ..... 
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Chapter 3 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT AND PROCEDURE 
Life Cycle Impact Analysis (LCIA) Evaluation 
UH~Ja"'1'H<UV>Il" (LClA) is to assess a system's 
understanding potential environmental significance. 
assocllatf~C1 indicators to LCI with to one or more 
the LClA as down in the now 
(Boustead Consulting, 1998). 
most recent discussions within and ISO have led to changes in 
description LClA. Both ISO now the outcome as LCIA indicators 
rather than as, 'a technical, quantitative and/or qualitative process to characterise and assess 
en'M()Ill1nerltal burdens the . description 
given for impact assessment in LCA. change in has been 
brought about by development a general consensus in cannot 
provide a assessment environmental effects. Secondly, it was recognised 
that a more understanding of the variation environmental 
relationships a number of LelA as well as scoring nature of some indicators is 
still needed. 1999) 
Figure 3.3 
Life Cycle Impact Assessment 
OPTIONAL ELEMENTS & INFORMA nON 
Relative proportion of category ;l1dicMors 10 a reference value 
(Nonnalisalion), 
Grouping, Weighling & Dnla quality assessment 
LelA as laid out in ISO 14042 Consult1Jlj;, 1998) 
step in LelA is the identification of stressors and the 
JIOlrunental concerns to they are ."' •. "."', ......... ,.r,."cArc 
analysis potential to introduce ""·,,, .. ,"\nr'Y'lP, ... t-'l1 
impacts do not take into account the actual ",. .. "" ... .,."" 
verified by measurement. 
more challenging 
measurement. An eXlunple 
55 
principle, can be verified 










Chapter 3 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 
other mandatory as well as optional elelments lllUlL\ .. <tL";;U in Figure are 
ill detail to 
3.3.3.a Classification and 
Table 3.1 Proposed impact catlcgones for (Udode et 1999) 
Input related categories Output related ., 
~ 
Extraction of abiotic resources r1im!OltP change 
Extraction of biotic resources Stratospheric ozone depletion 
Land use- I IWH<tH toxicity 
i -Sl' ~ • J increase efland . Eco-toxicity 
.!.. -0" d ... &,,,,,,,,",uu oflife support functions Photo-oxidant 
u 
. ~. v., I uc&, auauvll Acidification 
Nutrification/Eutrophication 
and IS 
is a step in LeIA in which dltterent 
""P"IT""", An is the use of 
a one sut)st:mc;e 
of another. (Graedel, 1998) 
are described in the characterisation nrr,r""'" 
and was developed over a year 
.LU,-,u;,1,11dl Products) The 
Technical University of five 











Chapter 3 LIFE METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 
• Global Wanning (Hauschild and Wenzel, 1998) 
"Which earth receive the sun the 
<:hr'lrt_UT<lV" raOl'atlc.n (UV light) is directly or re-emitted from 
surface of the wave infrared radiation. 
focus in environmental assessment is on the "man-made 
over and 
n"T'.,nr,"" or particles which can uu"u.""",-,-
""',...-".,,. C!.!ll""!Uli" resulting from can ,""u.U'u."v,", 
greenhouse are carbon (C02), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N20) and 
halo carbons (hydrocarbons containing chlorine, fluorine and Ozone (03) is also a 
but contribution is currently uncertain. 
clirnatlc r,.,n<,,,,, •• ,,nr,,,, '"'v ....... , ... "''' to a 
the complexity of the models and the difficulties 
has developed an e(llllV:~lerlCV 
according to their potencies as 
substaIlces a global warming potentl.aI 
warmmg from an emission 
of substance divided by the 
an of a corresponding quantity Multiplying a 
a greenhouse gas by the GWP yields the magnitude of the CO2 
the conditions, result the same contribution to global 
<.OU,Ll"",lVU of gas .ovr, .. ",cc",rI 
by !PCC as the rete:renlce S11bS1:an<:e v~,,-,au.,,,,, 
largest to 
• Stratospheric ozone depletion (Hauschild Wenzel, 1998) 
earth's atmosphere receives ultraviolet radiation from 
that it would life on earth as we it llUI"V':>':>!Ul<.O if it 
uostan,:e which 
1998). 
radiation is so 
the 
at Ozone in the stnlto:mhere large quantities this 
radiation, thus removing entirely and reducing intensity 
radiation. 
.:J'F .. LJHJ.\.,ru ...... y higher in the stratosphere than 
<:.Tre:ITr'I<'''' layer above 











Chapter 3 CYCLE ASSESSMENT METHOOOLOGY AND 
.... u".uUleY of ozone in is the an equilibrirun 
nrunber of natural degradation. of 
occur naturally in in the breakdown of ozone: 
oxide (r'hO), water "" • .,,...,... (H20) and chlorine and bromine 
'U""'UY' chloride (CH3d) methyl bromide are am()ng 
ozone occurs reactions. 
aUIVllC1es have an increase 
contribute to the chemical breakdown ozone, especially over the last 40 
nrunber of chlorine and bromine containing hurlrr,,-., 
The calculation of the DOltentlal der>letlon requires a set of factors 
which pot,entlal ccmtrlbutJon for all 
an ozone depleting substance (a), effects of emission of a given mass relative to 
effilSSlon same mass 1 are I.-U!.l;)!UIOl ODP is as: 
.. Photochemical ozone fonnation HallSClllld and Wenzel, 1998; 
I:'n!:)toicnc~mlCat ozone torm~ltlOill "'·rEv • .,,,,rI through the four 
.. Reaction organic compounds (VOCs) or carbon monoxide (CO) 
OH to form peroxy radicals 
.. NOtoNOz 
.. with of atoms 
.. to 
reactive substances, photo-oxidants, which are llljUJ.t\JU'> 
of living organisms, can rise via photochemical VAJ,'","LlVH 













Chapter 3 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT 
ca':lacl1ty to contribute to photochemical ozone fonnation 
r1,ttpr,pnf" ("\ro,'3""(' substances. The potential .... v .... U:IJU.1VH 
is by its UL<IAU' HUl," 
Photochemical Creation 1:'01:e01tl.al 
and equivalent POCP 
PROCEDURE 
POCP=~------------------------~~------------~ 
• Acidification (Hauschild and 1998) 
"'-I'''''''''''' P,('r\,"lct·PIT .. ' can be defined as an . 
Vries 
at a rate 
consequent major economic costs and loss 
the industrialised world {H:auschild 
Other environmental problems acidification include ." ... ,_Uti.", 
in acidified waters. Acidification classification factors are 
VI.J';H'U.LV of a substance to as to (Forbes, 
1999) 
.. Nutrient enrichment (Eutrophication) (H:auschild and 1998) 
Eutrophication can defined as an enrichment 
which leads to an in production 
plants, in tum leads to a reduction in 
value occurs in the area. l~llH',LldJl!''';:;H 
the bottom are broken in layer. As 
I"I"'ITO",,·..... concentration approaches zero, poisonous substances such as hydrogen sulphide 
they in which, on their 
",«l.U')Hl') e~"posed to them. 
Substances or 
Tn" ... "T."""''' classified as potential contributors to nU1Cnelrlt '''.111\'''111'' .... J ... 
sources of enrichment are the agricultural use 
production's ,'r .r,r,,,,,,,,.., 











Chapter 3 ASSESSMENT METHOOOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 
lch:melllt potentials from 
enusslOns must expressed in the 
to the environment. the ""'-""Ui,""''''" 
!-IVLIOUL."''' of enusSlOns must expressed in the 
n.h-"a..r! or phosphorous to the environment. In "HLl"LlIJl1" 
complexity the the assessment 
nutrient enrichment as one equivalent, so that the contributions of 
are Iffipact is expressed as an 
It Ecotoxicity (Hauschild 1998) 
a manner which the 
structure of organisms Apart from 
toxicity, such properties such as persistence Qow degradability the 
the ability to bio-accumulate are which are included 





to a on the dose 
contributors to ecotoxicity is more COInplrenenSlve 
other environmental impact categories. 
a 
classified as 
As a rule the ecotoxicological l1a2canlotlSness "''''''_'''''" .. on the such 
impacts as death, reduced list of known man-
made on the en'vtn)runellt 1S pwpn <:IVP ,",,,,,,u..u~n ... ., are: 
It metals such as cadmium and mercury which are emitted from a 
cause acute and especially "1.,.-".",,, 
III 
(polycyclic 'lrA,rYI..,t.r tn.TrI .. ,>r.."-h",,c 
and cause various types of chromc effects. 
It which sex m 
receptors in humans and animals, e.g. certain phthalic acid esters used in 
Uatlltltl,es as plasticisers in and nonyl phenol, which is a 
of a group of used rlpj-pr<Jopnj-
There is no U.u~U.lll:'ULy 
operational method a assessment of eco,toxlC ....... .,.,.v •• ., 
with emissions which contribute to other environmental categories. It therefore 
",.'''710,11 necessary to develop a method for the calculation of impact potentials for 
to made by a product 
calculation of equivalency is based on of the substance's potential fate 











Chapter 3 LIFE ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 
.. Human Toxicity .... u,''-..... 'u and Wenzel, 1998) 
.. 
toxicity is defined in same as eC()toXlClty 
sut)stal11c.es under consideration are toxic to humans. 
Dlc.aC(~U1laU1atl()fl pote:ntlai are 
a number 
can occur 
water or soil. Indirect can 
producers (plants) have been exposed to pollution, 
of polluted 
LUl'..'-"~,.vu of primary 
,u.LIi,""''"''''"'"'U of consumers 






environmental assessment of products on any COller,em; 
assessment of substances on an 
contribute to environmental 
H." .. "f",,,,,",, n"''''''~>r' necessalry to develop a the \"""~""'<W.VH 
\"V.A.UIJUI.'V'" to human the environment 
The calculation equivalency factors is based on COI1S1(ler:atl()ll 
!JVI'C;U ...... fate in the effects on human 
Consumption (Hauschild 
F""",l1r{'p C(Jn~nmapt:lOn as an en'''1f()llnael1ltal 
sustainability of resource COllSUmtltlc.n !J,"-•• 'ou.",. 
1998) 
"""",,cr(~n7 IS COllCemt~d 
ill,rentorv of COI1SUmt>uon of the types of resources, it is 
materials and fuels back to extraction the 
pnmary resources 
consumptions of resources ill 
~"""','VUJ."'- I.-VJ1:1U.UHJlJ.I.-'1! is not classified on the equivalency 
etc. All 
substance, but is normalised relative to the average consumption one world "'W""'''J,', 
a product's resource in person-equivalents. Resource 
weighted by World Life WRLI, i.e. product's resource 
consumption is divided by the WRLI so that the scarcest resources are thus weighted most 




has two purposes: 
1. 
2. 
of the a it is nec:ess:aJ 
is an optional stage 












Chapter 3 CYCLE ASSESSMENT METHODOWGY AND PROCEDURE 
In nonnalisation, resource "'Vl"C>\.I.lHIJW.\JUC> been determined 
are compared to an impact is common for all impact categories, 
environment are In wayan' is which 
I-'V""'U"""'" impacts are large and which are small, seen in relation to known reference . 
HI """1""'" et al, 1997). 
3.3.3.c Valuation. 
Valuation is the process of factors to different impact categories based on 
their relative . consensus 1999). Weighting, which 
is also an optional because nonnalisation assists assessing 
the impacts impacts two 
impact categories are equally large on nonnalisation, then automatically the potential impacts are 
seen to serious. To be able to compare the for 
assessment must be made the of impact ,.. .... 1',,,0-£' ..... 





are a purely ",-,1'''HL1''\- nature and be 
the use to which the will be 
characteristics are a more or political nature, 
the will enter. (Wenzel et al, 1997) 
The methods selecting weighting may be based on monetary methods, sustainability 
levels and modelling of eventual mc,net:ary models are on 
avoidance/ prevention/damage costs as for between 
en1(1I(>nrnerltal . they may bear no relation to the extent 
<O!1.U""lVl.I" or resources. Sustainability levels are a long-tenn ('{'u'FInr ..... .-,,, 
and techno-economic feasibility. Levels of sustainability which are 
are no doubt the best, are to estun:lte. 
u, .. w.'\.JY" of valuation through modelling of eventual effects are even more complex 
of sustainability. et al, 1999) 
The societal weighting approach presupposes that weighting in LCA is nonnative the 
weighting 
aspirations 
taken to meet their 
of' issues is nature. 
to consideration 
based on which appropriate measures 
1999) 
3.4 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 
MANAGEMENT TOOL 
AS AN ENVIRONMENTAL 
assessment tool for the companson of the environmental 
to 
to must 











Chapter 3 LIFE ASSESSMENT METHOOOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 
3.4.1 Strengths of LCA as an Environmental Management Tool 
• over other Slt(~-St)eCltlc en'Vl!'C)llll11erttal m~U1agelnellt Hl"UlUU". 
analysis, lies 
whole life cycle 
wastes generated by or 'U~lUUL<",",L"" 
Solberg-Johansen, 1998). may be used to 
The results an are . m 
burdens alternative processes or materials to 
product; the aspects of products <;:prvln,,, 
(Vigon et 1994) from life-cycle analysis allow users to \"U~Lll"'ll';" 
applicability of "conventional wisdom" on' management -
"reduce, reuse, (N'ash Stoughton, 1994) . 
.. Akey 
entire 
the or category of product. 
improvement analysis by applying 
• life-cycle ,nvpnTnrv nrn,mn.F'~ aletallea 
• 
• 
of the system "LULU"U 
"'11"'"111;" by showing 
the most I-'VJJ.U ....... ,,"". 
studies to support on prevention, 




areas in which data for current 
uncertain or qm:stH)na.ble 
''''''<U y ':>'''-'' can give 
and create a better 
et 1994) 
and intra-company communication and 
en,rlnmrneruru performance of a product 
"'V'UI-""""'~" to influence 
and Stoughton, 1994} 
3.4.2 eairnt:ss~~s of LCA as an nv1lf01unental .... u ... " ... j;""" .. ""u .. Tool 
• sigI1ificant labour hours to Consequently they can 
to do. (White and Shapiro, 1993) In adcutJc)fl to this collection is a 
tenuous area perfonning LCAs as unobtainable because it is 
confidential nature or or resources (time and ...... r .... """. 
obtaining Related to this may be a lack of publicly accessible 
1999) 
• Methodologies widely in treatment missing data. some it IS not 











Chapter 3 LIFE ASSESSMENT METHOOOLOGY AND 
sources or based on professional ·UU~'IOH"IOH"". 
l1n,'",rt..,.n1" of significandy 
• data during a life-cycle analysis must be to or 
environmental impacts. life-cycle-inventory numbers mto human 
or . impacts is not The of a single method 
comparing environmental impacts compounds the problem and in order to make a decision, 
value . must be Results that may can thus 
I.nv."y"', .... from (Curran, 1993) 
• used companies 
important benefit 
retllcerlt in claiming advantages for 
on or studies. (Holloway, 1992) 
weakness which was raised by (1992) by""'"",,,.., ..... • 
sought to eliminate when LCA is 
(Markovic, 1998) 
and Vis (1998) have also reported that comparative 
consistency data questioned by In au.,",ULH .. 'U 
professional doubts about the reliability 
methodology . LCA and orc)OoseC1 
highlighted metnodloJOI:;ICaJ mpertecllons 
• It is not always to 
detailed inventones are concerned, resulting 
output 
disputable. 
• HLULLLIJLIO flow streams is not always on 
of assumptions and data quality 
• presented in LCA have and 
Cl~r;sIIlcal:lOrlS are very sensitive with respect to data quality in the 'nu,>n1-,,,,,, 
are not well the results the impact 
slglrunCaIltJy inaccurate. example, inaccurate or quantification 
produce significandy impact analysis m 
u ....... « .. toxicity. 
3.5 CONCLUSIONS 
purpose of this chapter was to present a "ULLllLJlaU"IOU description of methodology and 
procedure, with goal scope defInition, Inventory (LCI) analysis and Life 
Cycle Impact (LCIA) procedures. was presented, primarily to provide 
the target audience unfamiliar with the practice with the description of LCA process 
and to create a for the of 
and weaknesses of LCA were presented 
is that it can one of 
assessment allowing for 
achieving same functionality. (Vigon et 
It is capacity LCA makes it an to OH1(lrp',"" 













The remaining chapters 
as described ill 
be presented in 'VU"I-'L'C;! inventory <u!<uv",,, 
.... ~.-~~~~ 5 6 of the inventory results 
a Life Cycle Impact .t\.S5ieSSmell1: ""''''''''Tr''!",(T results will be presen.ted 
















the assessment will be defined. The used oil manag;ement 
'VU".IJ~"L 2. This the 
U"'~UllL'VH of target audience, the 
which the assessment of selected 
,"U"VL'C! will follow the structure definition presented ill "",,,'.lVH 3.3.1 
~I~ OF ASSESSMENT 
alt(~matnre options that may used in the activity 
lubricating was to an assessment for comparing and 
environmental performance of selected management scenarios in South Africa. 
for the evaluatIon 
a 
compared with 
to on the enilrrronm.ent:al n,"f'1'('\rn~., 
oil management, thus allowing strategic decision 
the current approach. 
AUDIENCE 
This is being undertaken fullfillment in Engineering degree 
awarded by University of Cape Town. The work to be presented, as such should be of a 
meriting post graduate recogJn1non. 
is sponsored by the Foundation, and the 
"'V'l~UVU~'UJ; membership be an intended dUU.lCU',X 
results of the project should verify hypotheses presented the t"p",,,,, .. ,-h and 
be a tool for the South lubricating oils induStl:y's used 
The research is to be structured such a 
any opportunities that might identified. 











4 GOAL DEFINITION AND SCOPE 
The 
Town 
4.4 OF PROJECT 
which life cycle assessment will be 
of the LCA the following 
• product/process or activity to studied 
• the of functional unit 
• the the prc.cesses over which 
procedure is to be 
• data 
4.4.1 Activity to be Studied 
used lubricating 
1. Collection 
2. LULl,VVV1U" used oil management 
• recovery without treatment. 







following is a of used oil management options that 
These oil management options will be ""<0",\..11''-'<0'''' 
sel~:cte:d for analysis in this 
the thesis: 
• energy recovery in an industrial furnace 
• a cement 
• 
• 
• e-rermlIH! ,~,·r-.rc><'" by 
of virgin lubricating oil or fuel oil 
• reducing of crude or processed oil 
oil is as a oil manag;ement 
• the amount of heavy oil (HFO) pro·cessea 
as an inland fuel used oil is burned for energy recovery 
or HFO. 
"''''''''i'''''''!'. used lubricating requires that a .... " ........... ,.v .. nrrlnf""lcc>rI for 
det(~rmtnes the mat,enal oil, 











4 GOAL DEFINITION AND 
matter, 
equipment wear. automotive 
temperatures 
oil was defined to have an average composition detennined 
of over 230 used from various 
South used lubricating oil is given in 
Table 4.1 
d.Hd.1V "c:u ill 
Ash 0.76 
Water %) 6.0 

































4 GOAL DEFINITION AND SCOPE 
4.4.2 The Choice of UU'.UUU<u Unit and Keterem:e 
of J.uU ... l..l'-'U of LCA to be 
made. 
of the study is to carry out a comparative 
lut:'nc:atJ.rlg The of activity is to treat oil 
at end of its useful the oil's value Qubricartt artd/ or energy 




fonning basis of this 
lubricating oil. 
4.4.3 Choice of Initial System AJv ... u ........ 
The system OOlllalan.es 
geographical or terrlDora 






losses artd additive production VUL;>lU'" 
that arty oil 
oil, 
• it will not 
containers. 
• it will uIOuavc; lUIOJllU".allY 
dltterelt1t blending "rlrii'Tn""", 
use, i.e. use-related 
69 
is proposed as 1000kg of 
luc,nc;aurlg base 
boundaries it would also have 
be identical to the new 
same 










Other refinery 1+-+-----1 
products 
DEFINITION AND SCOPE 
Extraction 
(crude oil) 




4.1 functional system boundaries life cycle on of marlilgUlg 
lubricating in South Africa 
Note: The life-cycle in bold boundaries (extraction, blending, use and collection) can 
be out in a comparative analysis as they are always the same, i.e. 
are independent o/the used oil scenario chosen 
the production of lubricating base oil placed system 
of the used oil management life cycle. The tenn co-product is used to define output 
that are not waste streams and that are not as raw 
et al, 1994). It must be recognised 
that the base oil of a larger refinery flow scheme focused 
primarily on gasoline, and fueL 
distillation f'\n,pr,;rr,f'\11 ~ 
oil .. ",hn"' ... "'~ 
Another flow path to be though not presented within the 
illustrated Figure 4.1 are that are with used oil 
options in which the oil substitutes heavy fuel oil. oil (HFO), also called 











Ch:lOtc;:r4 GOAL AND SCOPE 
processes on prC)OUlcmlg quality J,;"''''U.lll'C<O, kerosene, lubricants, greases, 
diesel (Schmidt, 1986) 
4.4.4 Description of Data Categories 
used in building 
was to be obtained by 
nV(~nt,om~s for 
means: 
used oil mana~:ement life 
and 
ill 
data was to be \..,V'.1<O\..,LI;;U the used lubricating cycle. 
lube be determined from 
to day production log sheets for 
• data, such as published articles, studies surveys were used. 
• Plp",,,nT data modules as provided in LCA 
• Where was not 
WI(;m(;nts should be illCJlUOt~O for following TV"~'''n1pt-".,rc 
• coverage 
in building inventory South 
o-pr."rOlTPri from operations out within the last five years. 
• ::rea'gr;:lLprulcaJ. coverage 
unit processes should collected to satisfy goal 
local, continental, global) 
lubricating oils cycle has life covering both national and 
HdL1VH<U boundaries. the pv!"·MI"'!',nn lubricating life cycle 
cover Persian Gulf VLJ~,"",.u" its crude oils. Data from 
refining, blending, use "'" .... " ..... ill 4.1 
or national geographical boundaries. 
the study by 
nrr\('p,o" units and technologies to be considered in the research and these boundaries. will 
"-'Hdl-'L'<;;' 5 with the . of in South 
• Technology coverage 
VUv'",,"''' that the best available technologies be considered in the study. Used 




process the of activity 













Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) Data Gathering 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes pn)Ce~sse:s, operations and ... "r'71'",n that constitute the 
cycle the manall;emlent U!-",LUll" for in in data 
collection (LCI) are ""'''~u".>'''u 
modules will be presented and W;:'\_U;:'~'cu. 
The description the processes constituting life cycles selected used lubricating oil 
mal11agernellt options will within the producing an as 
3.2 in the thesis. Hence the processes in the used lubricating oil life cycle 
following LCI 




~U;"LILlC;L 4 and illustrated in Figure 4.1, results of a cornp,u-at:lve 
mal11a;gernetlt scenarios will be independent of 
lU!Jinc:atulj?; oil blending, used oil collection and 
reason data for these stages in the oil ma:na;gerneIlt 
m assessment and will not be described in this chapter. 
construction of an inventory for a process involves the quantification of product co-
wastes, process product quality 
process of collecting for each will also described with 
following asP(~cts: 
data sources and 
It data data 
\"ULJLLf''';'''\-'''\O'''' and repreS(~nt~ltlVleness 
It preserLtatlon and justification of UULVWJUc> made on areas of incomplete or 
It 
and the environmental performance of used oil management options 
the cycle procedure. is to 
""aLL"""!'. of LCA to the standard methodology and 











Chapter 5 INVENTORY (LCI) DATA GATHERING 
In 
of 
RAW MATERIAL ACQUISITION 
lubricating oil cycle raw 
oil to the . of refining. 
acquisition is pv1"'!"'>r1',r.n and transportation 
The commonly held hypothesis about the origins of crude which 
states the oils are as a of decomposition 
water. According to the remains of dead plants and animals were .... v>"" .... ,""-U 
ill places where silt into the sea. 
these conditions the organic matter transformed into 
gradually 
1HV'l"-"-' .... "''' which are the basic constituents of crude 
pockets or traps is discovered 
1H<;Wl",U". Oil wells are drilled from a tower as an oil rlP..,Mrlr 
cutting tool is to a length of ptpillg 
oee~pellS additional of drill pipe are added. If oil is n.-".opn1" 
vlJ'-''-'<U equipment consisting of 
well-head a cap. With equipment as a 
controlled pumped through kilometres of 
the oil is transported to 
IJUJlLl!-,';), it is transferred to 
\ 'VdJLL"-A, 1981) 
South Africa is oil 
"'111,,"'"1''''' n .. "I"p"" long as as 
"l'!.U,Wd.jlL. In Durban the crude oil, which is delivered 
Single product is tra:nstc::rre~d 
Sapref, 1999) 
Environmental Concerns During Crude Oil Extraction and Transportation 




• droplets into water COlumn 
41 photochemical oxidation 
41 water-in-oil emrusllIlc<mon 
• microbial degradation 













ChapterS INVENTORY (LCI) DATA GATHERING 
position of release greatly influence the rpl,,'! ..... ,p U"~l'.'ll~U,u..;;" 
pro,ces:ses. as well as affecting relative in oil cornp()Sltlon 
,"""J!vldlV;;;U rheological to physical/chemical weathenng. {Doerffer, 1992) 





... ..,,,.,\.,u',,,, salt and 
Transportation 
to constraints it was not feasible to pnmary 
crude oil extraction operations in Middle East which supply crude oils to base oil refinety 
data on extraction Jubnc:atu:lg oil cycle from 
module for extraction was Intorrnatlon on the data 
following: 
... Geographical source of crude: Middle East 
... ""'A.1'T"lT"" .... dlstanc:e: 4800 nautical miles by 100 000 
by 250 000 metric ton 
... Data obtained over 12 months period during 1989 to 
... (pWMI, May 
Olefin sources pp. 8. 
ton tanker 
on 
It been assumed that this data is collected from extraction and transportation operations 
which are of sources of East crudes processed in South African 
base refineries. 
5.3 MATERIALS MANUFACTURING: CRUDE OIL REFINING TO PRODUCE 
LUBRICATING BASE OILS 
5.3.1 Keimmg of lubricating base oils South Africa 
Base oil refining in South Africa is carried out at two refineries located in Durban. These are the 
base oil is owned by Shell and base oil ""1""''''''' 
is by Engen and Total. The is tir",,,n,"'''''''')"' 
fuels refinety and has a capacity of 175 ML/a (155 tonnes/a). Safor, which is downstream 











Chapter 5 INVENTORY (LCI) DATA GATHERING 
",Ull<-U''''" capacity does not produce all 
various speciality base are 
1S uuno~ f~,nn'~~M 
particularly 
response in the 
finished oil. \"'C;'UU~;ll 
base grades ,-,,-,,=,-,,-, in South 
(.Mbendi, 2000) 
basic rAnn,',.." 
Following fractionation pro,ces:ses. treatment is """,,,",,,,41 before the oils are 
suitable for final product treatment methods that may employed are shown 
5.1. 




lubricating base oil 
quantity of water 
the refineries 
South African refineries were 
over 
aU."<-LJ ... ,,LJ, •• Although rur water is 
attention to avoiding or minimising nuisances 
of fuels i.e. residual fuel oil and gas. gas is essentially 
H'''''UU,,,", fuel amounts of sulphur with a product 
% (mlm), Product Quality Report, 
75 
soot are not 
carbon 
of 
"UlI-'UICU '-'JULlUU~'." to sulphur 
blue smoke, 
Sulphur UlUll..tUC;, 
plants and cause 'mtancm 
the,ret<Dre Mct limitation and monitoring of 
,"PT"M"""<' r"""' .. "r.r .... to optimise 
University of Cape Town
Figure 5.1 Basic refinery flow for 
products 
_ ..... ,._ ... " ... _ ... ,"_ .. , .. , ... , ... "' ...................... , ......... ,." .. " .. 
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gas so as to remain within sulphur ,.;;.tAu.",,,, •• , .. (Caltex, 




To remove asphaltic 
residues, which would "",n"r",.t", 
oil 
,"'U""'T extraction To 
Hydrotreating sulphur content according to "",,,,,,,.,tv to 
conversion to naphthenes. 
Source: Oil Cooking Course 1999 
is used at steam as non-contact water. Only a small 
volume water 'u'"" ..... ~" ... op rations comes into direct contact with process streams. StOlTIl 
water nmoff from nrr\"p,o<: • source wastewater. the 
of cooling water most cooling water is re-used a 
,",VlJ.lU.Il;:. water is purged, volume maintained constant by a fresh water maKe··uo 
Kerrn1ery Operations 
m,rentory was collected a cornblnatlon of 
• data where the raw materials producer directly \,U;';"''-'UIU'-'' 
n,-r.<1I1/'''' their product as as possible. 
• data, published data and surveys are 












Chapter 5 INVENTORY (LCI) GATHERING 
Two of third year \..;nemlCal r.,ngmeermg "'LU,U<OJ:~'''', attached to Samco and 
Safor refineries, respectively, carried out the ,.."t,it,,,,,,,, ..... ,1"\" ... " ............ 
at the 
operat1ons was 
better defined; in 
the variability in 
retlllleltl', es was used to 
both refineries "''''''''U.UJCI-'LL'UH'' 
Process, utilities "'U~l"''''L'UL''' data that was provided the is a proprietary nature 
and was 
the 
CTnrTP'CT confidentiality. However, a tabulated data module showing 
average data oil refining is in Tables The 
H1<"''''U'''' are normalised to the production of 1000kg lubricating oil. 
5.3.4 Allocation of environmental burdens for oil refming Dr~)Ce:ssc!s 
a multiple A.UlL\..WUH only 
"""'J"'La.u..u with that function (Azapagic and Clift, 1999). The 
all\.l ... aL1UH arises in the base refinery system the ",p;1np1,"" 
lubricating base oil (light from the fuels ,..ph:n ... ,"" 
,,"',. .... ,..,"' .• ,.. to ISO 14041 (SABS ISO 14041, 1998) allocation must be by 
causation which physical relationships among functional 
physical relationships cannot be established, other relationships including the 
of can be 
the lube oil refinery system two methods allocation were 
""n,'lr'l·tp sub-system boundaries for the refining process as illustrated Figure 
5.1: 
• economic was used base refIning 
• A mass based allocation formula was used for the upstream atmospheric and vacuum 
distillation light fuels ".",tl"1>''''' 












Chapter 5 LIFE CYCLE (LCI) DATA 
Table 5.2 Data industry average representing the atnl0spnc~nc and 
vacuum distillation units. nOlmalised for 1000kg oil 
the 
material uantity unit Comment 
i 
INPUTS 
Crude oil (A) kg 
Stearn 
Fuel oil 
. Fuel gas 163 g 
Electricity 524 MJ 
i OUTPUTS 
Short residue (D) 1407 kg 
Vacuum product (C) 204~~ 
i Other refinery • (G+B) 1033 
• WASTE FLOWS 
Wastewater 600 ~d on effluent for Durban 
(w) I T •• :f:. oils and greases 18 for large works (>2SMlitJday) see Appendix 1 
(w) sulphates 150 g 
· (w) 0.6 g . 
(w) chlorides 600 g 
i (w) fluorides 3 g 
(w) phenols 6 g 
(w) suspended solids 1200 g 
• (w) total dissolved solids 600 g 
(w) copper Ig 
(w) zinc g 
(w) lead 12 g 
· (w)tot~chroD1e 12 g 
i Flue Gas 4312 kg Calculated from ~ne~iflec! concentrations for refineries 
(a) CO2 873 kg 
(a) CO 423 g 
• (a) NO. 378 g 
(a) S02 9.1 kg 
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kg Based on effluent -r Wastewater ~ 
(w) T 'r oils and gre g 
(w) sulphides 7.2 g 
4.8 g . 
• (w) total dissolved solids 68 g 
• (w) furfural 3.7 g 
Flue Gas kg Calculated from 
· (a) CO2 291 kg 
I (a) CO 147 :j · (a) NO, 105 
i (a) 502 3 kg 




Base oil refineries 
base oil ,.,. ~'~~'v~ 
ions for base oil refinery 
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;)lllllJjj'llCU system showing 
5.2. typical 
Fuel 
electricity energy steam water 






it was assutrled 
[
total base oil 






base oil ,.."1",,",,, ... , plant 
contribute 80 % 
U1Ull"'1lJ.<U J 
though base oil products are about 30 % by mass the base oil ,.."1'1In,,,-., 
economic value allocation . a disproportionately 
""'lCJ..,l,CU because the outcome the severe processing 
is to produce a high value base oilI..lHJuu''''L. 
an 
oil 
"'UIU"L'U~ this eC()flC)IflJlC value of the base will m '-'l,lajJ'LCl 7 using 
the 
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(
. 1) { [total atms. distil] envlronmenta 
b d 
:::: 0.8 " environ men tal + 
ur en . 




A mass based allocation of environmental burden the distillation units was used u .... \.,auc." 
from the are intermediate flows to other ,..,", ... ","<, o:rocessm2: 
C,-,-'HV1Clll,- value of products would be difficult to ascertain. 




is but one. connection 
how this would 
et al (1995) assumed a 
quantity 
re-Jretlrutlll! option directly 
study (VoId et al, 
mv'estl?;alCe the I,JUO,':UUl" qUalltltatnre n!laUIOnsml'S 
produced and 
m 
OlenOJlIlg with R representing 
blending 
entering 
If it is assumed 
oil R results 
mass of ad(lltrves ..... LA ........... ., constant. 
the upstrealll sub-systems of 
prclces;smg, base 
oil. 
recycling a quantity of 
reducing to (E-R). The 
basis of a mass mass processed oil the OOlmalarl~=S 
Refinery will reduce by a factor (E-R)/E = a, and the mass of processed 
oil plant U"",UUI"", 
a 
It can thus concluded from 





the Base Oil Refinery, 
oil It must 
lltrutalClOllS to the implementation this 
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are attached, is to 
crude The 
be etrcect(~d 
above assruned relationship hprnTt>'>n 
the quantity crude oil pf()cessel1, 
H,.,""TPupr the assruned relationship influence the allC)Catlon 







crude extractio i 
0.8 
allocating potential en'Vlf()ID1ner.ttal lilllpacts 
oil, it will be ",,,,,,,UH.'C;U 
quantity of pro,cessea 
diverted, 
.I.'\.C;, .... U .... ·u.h the of processed oil, 
(1-
potential en'VIr()Urnerltal lilllPaclts .. ""'U ....... LC;U 
base oil is recycled 
[
enVlrO ] 
burden = 0.8 
crude extractioJY i 















malillLg other refinery 
4. 
""',l' .. o..u..u.,1'. an of the 
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5.4 MATERIALS MANUFACTIJRE: HEAVY FUEL OIL 
BLENDING 
5.4.1 
because used lut:'nCatlrlg 
use of heavy 
associated with the burning 
prC.QUCtICIO and .... UlllU'J,;)L1Ul!. 
Table 5.4 for:MFO 150 cSt 
• PROPERTY UNITS Method 
• Eensity@ 150C kg/l D.1298 
KV@50oC cSt D.445 
Sulphur content % (m/m) D.2622 
• Pour point <C D.97 
I Calorific value MJlkg CALC 
• Flash point <C D.93 
• Water % (v/v) D.95 
Spr!impnt<: % (m/m) D,473 
• NEUT VALUE: D.974 
· Strong No. 
· Total ;cici No. 
Carbon residue (MCR1) % (m/m) DA530 
Aluminium mg/kg IP377 
Silicon mglkg IP377 
• Al + Si mglkg IP377 
Ash D,482 
• ST ABlLITY: 
IP 375/ 
I !~~:l:~:t~ d!;'!f~dge % (m/m) IP 390 
I Vanadium mg/kg IP 285 
• Sodium mg/kg SMS 1650 
CCAI CALC 








































Heavy fuel are produced ....... rv·A'cc primarily designed to high 
yields of high grade J::.a;)\JUHOV, 1.,>rAC·""'''' products. Many petroleum UH.JUU'-L" 
receive additional treatment to remove of impurities and unwanted products, 
not. the attentlCln of any of products, uc;\..au:,c; 
not need to meet the rigid the other 
cracked. 
of lighter, higher 
the crude are 











CYCLE INVENTORY (LCI) DATA GATHERING 
..... '-.....u,Lt:. heavy fuel are atmospheric and vacuum distillation already in 
",-"",AV« 5.3.1. The distillation prClCe~.ses 2 and Nos. 5 - 6 in the following 
reslJecltlve boiling point ranges: 163 - 316 - 538oC. 
can be accomplished 
catalytic cracking, or '''~~Wb~ 
n'\",,,,,,,'n refinery operations to increase the 
ext~em;e of residual oils 
5.4.2 Environmental Concerns Regarding Heavy Fuel Oils Manufacture and 
Combustion 
rorun(~nt:al concerns with 
environmental concerns associated 





fuel oils in industrial applications is a major environmental 
,",UIU.:uU a amount (see Table 5,4 for "UlI-'U'lJl 
African fuel sulphur content depends on the source 
prC)Ce:,Slr12: and treating the 
the critical problems caused by sulphur in fuel oils is the lowering of ambient 
by pollution. converts the to sulphur (S02)- an irritating gas, 
which is emitted from the smoke the atmosphere. During combustion in 
rumaae and sulphur These when 
In an to the of 
introduced limits fuel sulphur or compulsory fuel 
widely from one area to another. In highly industrialised areas 
heavily allowable emission from combustion is 
r,,,.nT,,,,, areas or areas, allowable rate is S02 
emissions are almost entirely on sulphur content of fuel, are not affected 
by size, design or grade fuel being more than % 
fuel sulphur is converted to S02, with about 1 3 % further to (Schmidt, 1986; 
Sap ref, 1999) 
The sulphurous and sulphuric acid products formed at the end of 
deteriorating combustion and some 
in contact with such as shell, 
\"' .... ,<1 ... , .... , 1986) 
\.,V!HVU"~,.VH zone. 
nr"'{1<TP'V,f'r these impacts can result 
UUU',",L:). Nitric oxides are green houses gases 
more damaging impacts (Basu et al, 1999) They are reactants 
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Heavy Fuel Oil Manufacturing Operations 
all Africa {Caltex 




"'Ul,U""R md air emissions streams was not for life 
SU~)plJlers IS 
production was adjusted to reflect the 
C01nn:utnlents calculated data collected for South 
the will assumed be representative South 
was also adjusted to include South Electricity 
collected combustion mdust.nal Tllnn"n,.~ was collected 
separately the individual industrial "I-'I-",I.'-',.u,uu discussed in section of the 
5.5 AND WASTE MANAGEMENT: BURNING FOR ENERGY RECOVERY 
WITHOUT PRIOR TREATMENT, THE CEMENT KILN SOLUTION 
Lime kilns were identified, facilities 
!UU'UL,"U!,'~ oils measures are 
implemented. {Mozes, or complementary 
fuel coal in the were out in 1995. The 
results of the were not released for inventory building purposes but cm be 
been successful, as PPC currently untreated used oil as 
COinpl.em,entary fuel in kiln processes. (Norton, 1999) 
of the done in South U,",,-,UUl,1'. used lubricating 
tprr.np'·<ltllYP kilns (Mozes, 1997) 
inventories that formed basis for comparative 
UUJ.LLUJll'. used oil in cement kilns, in 
purposes 
assessments in the 
countries were 
A cycle inventory database was therefore built based on detailed work done 
(1975), in a report' Oil as a 
Mmufacture". It was of in which nn,,,,,tllncr were 
burned a carefully controlled experimental trial as a partial in the St. Lawrence Cement 
rI""r_n,~nr"'cc cement kiln at Mississauga, will form a basis the 
lubricating high in South provided operating 
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5.5.1 The "un'''"t'" L;ement Company-Dry Process System 
had a 
streams up to 
,",Vi."""""'" of a kiln, a suspension preheater, 
was a 17' x 276' Taylor unit 
is a unit to dry process U'~l.I.iUJ."''',"Ui 
of cyclones and connecting pipes, through which the hot 
preheater acts as a multi-staged heat the 
meal feed, such that raw meal enters the kiln at an approximate temperature 
alkali bypass system is a used to build up chlorides by-
passing a fraction of the exhaust through a conditioning tower. In the conditioning 
stream to the the 
""",nt'''-'' is reduced of 
two rra(~UClns. 
a material stream which is UHiluaccay 
A of the content 
is returned to the raw feed silos and ultimately recycled into 
I.;;"I.JCJ.llU"""."'" work study was ae!ilg[lea 
contaminants and the total production 
major 
was carried out to test the 
j.JVlU"",'<> that waste oil could burned in a cement kiln WiLI"" .. L 
concomitant with burning it in boilers or incinerators which do not have extensive 
... 4";LUW.'"'' to with both LAv,au ... 
of were out hp!" .... rP>'n 9 and 30 May, 
a of 1.25 million litres of used lubricating burned. 
first a prior 
to nn~'MTlnO' conditions. The second was taken 
was some waste 











Chapter 5 INVENTORY DATAGAlliERING 
" first series of 
used oil. It has prc~cIJ:~ltaltor ".u, ......... J""y even at 
relatively 
" No' changes were loadings or rates 
Pb, or a small u ..... ,UOGl.,'" 
used lubricating oil burning. 
the average enussions of Br did occur during 
" Lead and bromine were found in increased concentrations the particulate m:a,terlaiS 
collected used 
" On average, emissions from the kiln were to approximately 0.03 % 
and 0.7 % of the the used lubricating oil. 
" Results of the mass balance showed that 89 % of total in the system, most 
nrr,('p'c" solids; 75 to 85 % in 
by-pass dust, only 
was found to retain 4 % of lead. The 
is largely concentrated in the clinker would suggest that lead injected 
must either be or taken into solution in clinker in 
"Results mass balance also "hr''''f'rl 
contained by the 
only very minor pel:celt1ta.ges retlon:ea 
The behaviour 
" mass balance showed that than 70 % of the bromine was found in 
the was in 
to its great similarity with chlorine, is ext,ected 
1"I",,,,trw... LhlC)fll1le is used as an additive 




5.5.2 Ceinent Quality Concerns 
cements used were 
examined and no correlation between the cement 
phosphorous was found. addition, 
lubricating oils, is to state 
















Heat duty: 38 MJlkg 
CYCLE INVENTORY (LCI) DATA GATHERING 
Avoided impacts 
(HFO Refining) 
(heat duly: 42 MJlkg) 
Flue gas 
(air emissions) 




rHTI .. • .. 5.3 The main material, utility and environmental flows the cement 
5.5.3 Extrapolation of Observation to Other Kiln 
cement manufacturing industry, direct 
results of . to types of kilns is 
<1U""w.'JU" can be made considering in which some 
summary the findings the study would be 
• Good "rr"hlh,no- the combustion gases with the solids in kiln. 
• Iprl-rn(,re:>r,r precipitators or other suitable means of recovering the finest particulate 
matter. 
greatest for the frnest particulate 
COrlCelJtr~Lted in open kilns. Thus it 
emlssllons as well as 
,,>Itl-.,!",,:;p nrnr,prlr,p" of cement. The extent is directly 
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a Carbon monoxide 




Ta) Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) 
a Particulates 
a) Phv;)l-'l1v! VU;) 
a Sulphur r!i"vjr!p (S02) 
a) Zinc 
Solid waste 






















1000 oil in a 
Used oil HFO 
1000 0 
64 000 64 000 
0 905 
37000 00 
















5.6 AND WASTE MANAGEMENT: REPROCESSING FOR SUBSEQUENT 
BURNING 
Reprocessing equipment .rrplnthr nn,'r,>t.nn<t! in South is on the use a of 
settling and centrifugation prc,cesses, finishing off the product by distillation salvaged 
llrlJld.l.lL UIC"">'.Jlll:OU distillation/flash towers. product 
meets "''''','H~,'''\J.\JH'' as set for and has a relatively low 
sulphur content \~U'-,'-''''L'''' and Newton, 1997). The product is blended 
heavy fuel to with a lower heavy fuel 
It was one of the aims of the research to produce a 
ronme,ntal pertormance of locally designed reprocess.mg 
that are available internationally. 
operations data, these internationally marketed reprocess:mg 











Chapter 5 LIFE INVENTORY DATA 
5.6.1 The Viscolube-IFP Revivoil epI'OC4i!Ss:mg Unit 
Viscolube Spa, is a used company 
operation of the Institut du Petrole (IFP) , developed the 
treatment sold 
the world, consisting of a combination of some or all 
with the technical co-
of used oil 
re-refining plants 
preflash, deasphalting or vacuum and a 
hydrofmishing These plants treatment CapaCltIeS between 30 000 and 100000 
tons used lubricating oil year but plants with a capacity as as 10 000 tonnes/year can 
built. re-refining produce base product in with international 
specifications, however one of the important of the Revivoil Process is that, if 
a simplified the vacuum distillation unit any stage can a 
demetalized as an industrial or marine diesel fuel. (Giovanna et al, 1999; Billon et 
al, 1995; 1999) 
basic set up of Revivoil reprOCeSSU12: SCfllerrLe will consist Preflash the 
I-'H ..... WJ.ij<, (IDA)/Vacuum ....... "w.u.<l'L.1UU 
5.6.1.a 
vapours COIlli!ll2: water and light hydrocarbons are sent 
to a condenser and 'vv'JJ.'-'.... under a vacuum residual water content is 
separated from the light The water and light gas oil are stored and disposed separately 
while dehydrated bottom the column is sent further in the 
IDA. light gasoil from preflash may used as process. 
l.b Thennal.&J""""'''''''''''~'LU'' unit (IDA) 
is sent to an intennediate 
'''''''''''''''1''' with the to materials in the can provoke the 
IDA furnace and distillation column. The precipitate from additive use oil reaction is 
the the tank. 
mtc~rrrLedl.ate tank product is sent to the process furnace where it is heated to a temperature 
350oC. From the line the arrives to flash area of column, 
asphaltic compound is by vapours. The 
,"VJ.U.J.U.U 1"\1npy,,"tp<: at a vacuum of about 0.02 atmospheres has a high fractionating 
and asphaltic substances' in the column 
ret)roc::es:sed oil cuts are taken from the Gasoil is at the column 
use as asphalt bottoms from the be 
they are disposed of as solid waste. 
nrr\rpl0<: utility requirements for the Revivoil rep'roc:essmg configuration are given in 
gives a yield of over 70% oil, about 12 % asphalt 
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Table 5.6 The 
MP steam 
Cooling water Im,lke-UDl 
(absorbed heat) 









.. based on 100 OOOt/yr used oil Olpacu.y, cc;nsl(ierulg 10% water contents 
.. All parameters are expressed in unit/ton of used oil feed 
The burning reprocessed oil in an industrial nlrT1'>{'p a unified 
m an industrial the oil production 
module is presented in 
























































(10 00 kg) 
Flue gas 




(10 fuel energy) 
preflash 











(8 II kg) 
TDAbotloms 







the burning of reprocessed oil in an 
5.7 RECYCLE AND WASTE MANAGEMENT: AN ASSESSMENT OF INDUSTIUAL 
PROCESSES BURNING REPROCESSED OILS 
invento!y. 
Burning Oil in an Industrial t'UIna(;e 
burning of heavy fuel oil 
life cycle data. 
blends in the 
oil LJUJ.IllLI~ 
results of stack emissions measurement for burning different of oils, including a 
reJ:)ro!:es:sea oil, industrial applications Circle 
area in Cape were used to create the lifecycle . modules burning 
in industrial furnaces (Cairncross and Manuel, 2000). fumace units in the 
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were 
lubricating oil, rej:lroc::es:sea 
m 5.7 based on a 1000 kg of 
Table 5.8 unl:reated used reprocessed 
UH~""""" (data normalised to 1000 
parameter unit Used oil Reprocessed oil HFO 
(untreated) 
Heating value 000 423B Sulphur 1.0] 0.89 
Ash 1.01 0.1 
INPUT 
. Used oil (untreated) 1000 0 0 
Repruu;~,,,u oil kg 0 905 0 
. HFO kg 0 0 894 
i Flue gas 
(a) NO g 149 187 230 
(a) NOz g 5.45 1235 41 
i (a) S02 kg 17.1 
l,~ i (a) S03 kg 238 
i (a) Particulates kg 5.51 L 1.02 
(a) CO2 1* 3197 
2920 2787 
~ 
0.83 0.80 0.76 
g J I o. 
g 30 2 .-
(a) Ca g 1850 22 56 
• (a) Cr a 7 ] --b 
• (a) Cu g 10 3 --
• (a) Fe g 1 5 .-
(a) Mg g 402 7 --
(a) Pb g 1414 32 7 
i (a) P g 642 117 -. 
i (a) Zn g 355 7 --
"- " not measured 
Source: Caimcross and lVJ:"Huca, 2000 
5.7.2 ........... HJlUn Reprocessed Oil in a Kiln Brick Furnace 
considered as a viable 
making tunnel 
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comparison with actual stack emission measurements have been used to construct 
inventory data modules. 
data used in the the firing inventory 'UL}LAU'''' was obtained from a 
at De Hoop Bricks, Paarl, 3 to 4 1995 by C & M 
An"prr ... "", of the measurement n,.,,,,.,..,,.,, 
normal operating using oil (HFO), 
Africa lPty) Ltd. Sampling of volatile organic compounds (V0Cs) and 
d.ll~UV"";;" a~'SOC:l·a lted with VOCs and semi·VOCs were the Atomic 
cornO()Sltlon at " .... ~,".u.A" 
conditions rate and 
The brick making process 
5.5 begins with quarrying of suitable 
involves day milling and 
produces the 
and brick 
a zone, with each trolley having an ."",...,e,1> 
zone a profile ranging 50 
zone. The drying zone is heated from exhaust gases 
and are driven air fans. 
trolleys a residence 
firing zone is fired from burners lU"'·«.,,;U 
which consists of a series 
enters the 
flow the trolleys. 
kiln is monitored and regulated to maintain required temperature profile. 
steadily from about 500 C at the entrance to the drying zone to 
firing zone. air supplies compressed air to the injection no:z;Zlc~S 
to atomise the oil, whilst providing the required for combustion. 
luahLUll<>", energy efficiency energy 
content is through 
About 7000 of fuel with an sulphur content of % are burnt per day. 
However, a mass balance carried out based on the S02 going out the stack showed that 56 % of 
the sulphur oil was out with . 
suggested for observed "UlIJH'-U 
......... UllJ..J.J.& <'-l""vU '"'LA f'fl1rr'f't<!('f'tn,,, tests showed 
present on air filters but could not qu;antllH:~d with any degree 
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/ 
1984). It is believed that a large proportion the sulphur is 
oxides onto the onto the brick Laboratory tests on brick 
>U"~'-'H,'" showed brick up to 4 % sulphur (f Muller Laboratories Reports 
IN911457-D026-06, 1999; LNOO3319-D026-08, 2000; LNOOI097-D020-06, 2000). results 
once tests more analyses may necessary to ascertain 













5.5 brick making process at De Hoop 
"lUI-'H'.... products the the assessment of the 
\o.u""".;,,'vu data from tests carried out C & 
M Consulting LU,;>""",,,, 
built. 5.9 gives 
UULU-'..lJ'''' of oil in a was 











5 LIFE INVENTORY (LeI) GATHERING 
Table module rep:roclesse~d oil in a 
brick kiln (data normalised to 1000 
parameter uilit Reprocessed oil fIFO 
: LT. value kJlkg 42 000 (approx) 42500 
: Sulphur wt% 0,89 3.3 
Ash wt% OJ 0.05 
INPUT 
Used oil (untreated) kg 0 0 
: R"J:"v",,~>"u oil kg 1000 0 
: HFO kg 0 988 
Flue gas 
, (a) NO g 62 67 
(a)NOz g 12 --
(a) S02 kg 8.08 32.23 
{a} SO} kg 1.22 7.21 
(a) Particulates kg 1.91 1.03 
(a) CO2 kg 3227 3079 
(a) CO kg 0.80 0.76 
(a) As g 1 --
(a) Ba g 2 --
(a) Ca g 22 --
(a) Cr g 1 --
(a) G.t g 3 --
(a) Fe g 5 --
{a}Mg g II --
(a) Ph g 38 --
(a) P g 122 --
(a) Zn g 10 --
"- " not measured 
5.8 RE-REFINING BASE 
EQUIVALENT TO VIRGIN BASE OIL 
following reasons: 
• Viscolube is a fP_lrphn1f1IO' "",-,"'LAVL'-';;'A,-,,,, and 
has the largest capacity has 
commissioned more than seven currently operational re-refining 
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.. Institut Francais (IFP) is also engaged 
technology with over 1200 quoted industrial a 
development department equipped with pilot plants where products can be 
thoroughly tested are defined plant configuration is 
designed with guarantee performance than theoretical design carried out by 
an .. IFP is also in of 
.. The process all mineral and nrr\rlnf"PC; 
base oils. A number of European motor manufacturers have <lnr\rr\'<Tprl 
150N and it is with Lubrizol "rlrI'''''T.",C 
7077 for use in diesel "'H~;.ull:;". 
.. ~~~oo 
from tests out on their 
to a robust 
for used lubricating 
nrr\f"p"", was from 
Used Oil Management Conference in 1999 as 
as the Revivoil technical published in 1999. '-...nemlCal <Ul.llV"l" 
the and waste streams were obtained a 
1995. 
lower base oil yield deasphalting-hydrofinishing 
with the propane-deasphalting unit. A simplified 
.......... ""'- for the high yield configuration is 
5.8.a Preflash 
IS as ill 5.6.1.a the Viscolube-IFP 
Reprocessing 
5.8.h Thennal Deasphalting unit (IDA) 































S.6 Revivoill.""'.lClHWl); scheme without heavy oil recovery 
FigureS.7 
5.8.c Hydrofmishing (HF) 
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thermal are restored, the polynuclear 
thresholds the index remains 
from the hydrotreating process is 
"UJ.liJ1llUC" before recycled as 
5.8.d Propane Deasphalting (PDA) 
deasphalting is an optional treatment to yield 
re-refined oil product. Residue from the thermal IJH<UUJ..ll'. column is contacted with 
prc-parle in an extractor. In extractor the bottoIln5-1Jropan into two 
heavy phase at the extractor bottom is a mixture of ultimate residue 
is drawn off from the and is taken a stn'lppmg 
f"P{",nvP'f"prl and the ... "I-'lldLU .... 
temperature stripping 
further treatment in 
5.8.1 Consumption and Utility Requirements for the Revivoil "'rr""p",,, 
process consumption and utility requirements the two Revivoil Of()ce:ss .... '.JU1JLj;Ul 
are given in 5.10. 
Revivoil which are put through the 
hydro finishing process. LJresented on some the """''-'"'''0''' 
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5.10 the different 
:MP steam 285 322 70 
*CDoling water 1100 5000 300 




Source: Viscolube lScc)chllfe, 1999 
CDnsumprion based on 100 oil considering 10% water contents 
All parameters are eXJ:,ressed in unit/ton of used oil feed 
IJ ~cll 
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5.9 CONCLUSIONS 
chalPter has presenlted 
being marketed Jr.. lternatlonauy 
,,.,..,,,,,.,.,,,,,, .. '''" local used oil treatment prc.cesses. 
modules that were needed 
were also in 
computational model that was 
mana!!:em.ent scenarios in South 
comparative . of used oil mana):!;ement 
data sets were incorporated into an 
the environmental performance of selected used 












Building of the Life Cycle Inventories 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
this chapter is to describe the LCA based computer 
(ypnpr.::I'rp inventory a of 
will inte.tpreted in Chapter 7 and assessed in Chapter 8 
impact categories available in the TEAMlM 3 LCA 
Ecobilan. The software's operating philosophy 
Following 
constructed for .... " ........ " ... 0-
oil management scenal:lOS 






research presented the cost profiles for the used 
TEAMIM 3 was specifically 
The TEAMIM 3 package also includes two databases 
lit 
sectors or -:>rnu,npc 
starter kit nt"r\uuip£1 
103 




to calculate the associated: 












modules mainly from 
to South Africa 
Valuation Ul<;;;U.i,JU". 
LIFE CYCLE INVENTORIES 
LL.U .... "~U<U operations 
J::.l(:ctrlClt:y Production: South Africa, 
which Cycle (LCIA) and 
Each in D EAMTM starter is sets generally representing rocess 
containing quantified input output data . and output in 
additional information sets are distinguished 
(in parentheses), Of tT"'."\Ar1"<] 
prefixes which If' 101(:are 
lnv'entorv results are 









Table 6.1 Description distinguishing prefixes for the 3 nVI'nt,rJtv 
data 
example 
(r) Coal ground) 
(a) Carbon Monoxide (CO) 
(w) Lead (pb++,Pb4+) 
(5) Ultimate Waste 
(ar) Uranium (U238) 




Flows represent air emissions 
grams (g)) 
released to land 
radioactive water emissions 
Flows represent energy reminders 
(units: M.D 
Source: DEAMIM User's Manual, 1999 
.. production .. Glass 
.. .. 
.. Production .. 
.. End of Life .. Metals 
.. and .. Pulp and paper 















Ln:antler6 BUILDING INVENTORIES 
6.3 DESCRIPTION OF mE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 





the computational model modules 
and sub-sub-Ievels connected and calculated to 
sub-systems 
6.2. Infonnation on 
modules 
The working the cornplltatlOn.al will 6.1 
crude oil, lubricating and blended respectively 
and blending of oil. D, F represent the flow of 
Ul"I~V"·"" via one of the selected options. R 
"P_lCP~I'n"rI oil bemg recycled back into operations within the 
re-Jre!1rurllg option cycle. These flows are flow 
the analysis. 
Assuming the re-refining option selected a used oil mana~;emient then; 
a, b, c, d, e rpn,rp'lpnt 
to the respective 
model at the 
on the proposed functional 
B=C-R -
stream and 
sub-sub modules flows 
a+b+c+d+e=l 
ofl000kg ,",Ul.lC""CU used 

















example, if it is assumed that m~lllagernellt scenario for lubricating 
_rplr.n~'r1 20 % is burned South 50 % of LVAl<O".",'" used oils is 
30 IS reproCiessE~a 
a 0.5, b :::: 0.3, c == 0, d == 0 and e == 0.2 
B, D, E md R are determined from the calculation prc~ces;ses 
3 computational software. of 
oil is specified a propagation 
normalised to the functional qumtity 
Critical to the specification of a used oil mallla:gernellt ''''';;H.,lUV ""'JJ;:;,J.,'''' .... to the 
total oil of a, b, 
c,dmde. 
the values of a, b, c, d md e are assigned a given functional flow value the In"entorv 
for a used mmagement are calculated ........ "V'"UVLJ 
results are trmsferable to TEAMTM 3 sottw:are's 
m~llla:gernellt scenarios cm be 
used to assess the inventory results of 
eXalIllf>le, the tool cm used to 
the sub-systems md sub-
generated in TEAMTM system editor md trmsferred to the 
malysis tool cm malysed on 
stressors as well as using Life Cycle Impact Assessment methods. 
interpretation cm be presented using inventories or 
TEAMTM In interpretation malysis window. 
environmental 
The results of 
charting me1t:nO(lS 
m example the model may used to HIVC:>Ll!"."-.C Hypothesis 2 for the which states 
Of stated methods of used oil management, and working on the basis of applying 
best available technologies each option, is the most 
environmentally sound solution for the management of used lubricating generated in 
Africa. 
stated hypothesis seeks to ... VI.UV ..... "-
m~mageIn~at options. In 
based on assumption that there 
is distributed to md ...... "vv" ....... 
a = 1, b = 0, c = 0, d = 0 o 
"<O-'<Olvl,-<;;'" used oil m<Jlllagernellt Vj.JU,JU" verifying 
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F 
diagrammatic representation 





(HFO Production+ Burn ing) 
R 








1996): Production. I 
Combustion 
• 403 Steam: Production in Refineries. I 
• 2321 N .. nhlh,,> 
• 2321 
• 241 Toluene Production. I 











THE LIFE CYCLE INVENTORIES 
6.3.1 by TEAMTM 3 LCA Computational Software 
Inventory are j.Jlt;::.c;el1LC;U in TEAMlM 3 as input or 
inventory's used water 
ll"""'-',;lL,",'U- m 6.3 serve to identify the areas m a 
"'h"uLJe .... ru.u .... ,JU'"HL/UL"VLj'" to a flow and assisting identifying areas 
Oil (other sources):Production 
Steam:Production in Refineries 
Naphtha: Refining 
Liquid Petroleum Gas: Con~bustion I 
Figure 6.2 The 
sub-systems 
Electricity (South Africa, 1996):Production 
Propane: Production 
Toluene: Production 
,h_''',.!1"Pf ..... and its aSS()ClalteO sub-
109 
oil 
University of Cape Town
Table 6.3 Illustration of tne al?:£fe£ation process of inventory folws as calculated in tile TEAM 3 software based on 10 selected inventory flows of tne refinery sub-system presented in Figure 6.2 




2.66 1.34 1.96 0 68.44 15.52 
Outputs: 0.15 0.36 1.96 46.73 12.67 0.61 
0.54 4.13 3.51 111.32 380.20 20.37 
1.91 1.82 7.78 77.36 354.85 160.38 
-1E-OS 0 0.90 0 0 0 
0.14 0 0.01 0 0 IS.35 
0- 0.01 0.51 0 0.26 0.02 

























contributing sub-sub-system module 













Interpretation of Life Cycle Inventory Results 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
results gerleraLted computational model, in 6, are 
presented and analysed. their analysis will be based on a selected number 
.nvpnt-,nrv flows. 
of the management scenarios. 
will be analysed with a focus on meeUIlg 
",r,.,nAcp{1 hypotheses that are presented 
out on the assumption has 
oil refinery system will 
presented ill will also 'In;],lv,,,''fi 
quantitative differences 
7.2 PRESENTATION OF 
ASSESSMENT 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
manag;ement scenarios cannot be 
as well as 
IN THE 
.MU,'1"1""""'? list 
the assessment the 
by the software 
the SeH~Ctf~a 
may be to inlportant en1mCmnl1enitaI pertormance 
will be used. The inventory flows " .. "" ... <,-u presentea 10 














presenting and .. ""'''''''L,ul'. 
oil management "'"'-'u""' ... v" 
Resource use flows 
OF LIFE CYCLE INVENTORY RESULTS 
inventory flows to be used 
en'Ilr()llrnerltal performance selected used 
Environmental burdens 
7 .2.1 Reasons for Selecting Inventory Flows L~resentea in Table 7.1 
.. water resources or technologies 
water use and produce minimum water are dearly more 
on this to the consumption pollution scarce water 
resources of waste water and content unspecified 
been selected as a basis the selected used oil 
.. 1S 
consumed ill prOV1S10n 
well as oil used as a fuel are ae:~~re~~aU~d 
sel~~cte:o as a representative resource use flow because its constituent 
OellveO from a valuable raw input ultimate 
based products releases significant 
.. Coal is considered to an important resource use flow South Africa as the electricity 
extraction coal reserves 
and 
.. (S02 
sulphur into the are 
crude oil processing, coal combustion in thermal power stations and from 
crude oil products as HFO diesel. have 
health concern as they are produced in from the 
combustion refinery operations and industrial applications situated dose to 
rpl"r",rplv densely populated residential areas. Diab Matooane, 1999; 
Manuel, 1999) 
.. industrial applications such as power 
. of 












7 INTERPRETATION OF CYCLE INVENTORY '&''-.LJ~''''''' 
• NO and NOz collectively known as oxidation of atmospheric 
NOx come from sources 1"111".·,....""," in high combustion """tp,.,.", 
as spark and compression ignition ...... '".u. .. ~" NOx 
'VLJlH<!.L,lVU of photochemical 
brown haze 
• (Pb) is a highly heavy 
system, circulatory and blood fonning 
producing a wide variety 
2, it is a· contaminant m used oil, 
and oils. scenanos 
be prel:ern::d. 
7.3 PRESENTATION ANALYSIS INVENTORY 






are based on an of 
oil manag,ement 
show differences in the flow qmUlt1tleS 
compared 
interpreting 
c(,pn'lt"l('\c where or untreated 
energy quantity 
are for a given inventory flow, as is 
they are 
7.2 as well as Appendix 4, result that 
HFO production would 
",,,,,,u·,,,,,,,,. energy quantity from burning used oil. Hence, for 
used oil would result a net reduction in the COllSUm~)UC,n 
use 
P''''"",'1"1(' use 
7.3.1 Comparing Recycling and 
114 
University of Cape Town
Table 7.2 UlaUal!~lU~UL scenanos on a lUUI..LlUUd.I 1000kg 
Units 
kI!: 1 ·47.5 ·47.5 1.9 1.9 39.'1 
Water Used (total) litre ·270 ·270 6674 6674 10571 
E Fuel Eneri!:V MJ 13982 13982 20915 20915 I 9175 
1440.6 214.1 22.3 13.5 1.8 
5660 5760 8660 8660 3588 
-1451 -1426 -176 ·232 846 
-41679 ·31299 ·29169 ·15432 5155 
13284 13284 13309 13309 1832 










INTERPRETATION CYCLE INVENTORY RESlTLTS 
cOlltarrun.ant m 
not give any significant u<;.1.1<;.1.1." 
of re-refining to the oil refinery operations in 
'-'U"'I .. II)"" 5 imply the recycling of would reduce the quantity 
oil refineries consequently its scale of operation and the 
en'VU'(mrnerLtal burdens. Re-refining reduce the en'VU'()nrnerltal 
allocation rules for """"&,.LU.L!'J burdens to crude oil "VI',..,,("!',r, ... 
to reduce environmental resource use flows in a 
is thus dependent on extent to which recycling rprl!I1,..."" 
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Chapter 7 INTERPRETATION OF LIFE CYCLE INVENTORY RESULTS 
Re-refining of base oil would result in decreased water use in the base oil refinery but would not 
reduce water use for the re-refining plant. The maximlUll reduction in water use that can be 
derived from re-refining is thus equivalent to the total water use of the base oil refinery and for 
this reason it can be concluded that improving the water use performance of any re-refining 
technology to the position where it is comparable to the water use for untreated used oil burning 
scenarios is not possible. 
burning reprocessed oil·furnace re-refining used oil 
burning reprocessed oil· brick kiln 
Figure 7.1 Life cycle inventory results for total water used for the selected used oil 
management scenarios (Results are based on a functional flow of 1000kg of 
collected oil) 
Table 7.4 Material and utility requirements for producing 1000kg of base oil for the 
South African refineries and the Revivoil re-refining process 
flow Lube oil production Revivoil Re-refining process 
lfuels refinery + base oil refinery) 
Electricity (MJ) 742 182 
Fuel Energy (MJ) 12540 2509 
Stearn (kg) 1894 1000 
Water use (kg) 3281 11955 
Propane (kg) 2.56 1.1 
S02 emissions (kg) 10.1 2.9 
Waste water (kg) 1012 213 
7.4.2 Sulphur Oxides (SOx as S02) 
The inventory results presented in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.2 for sulphur oxides emissions show 
that the HFO production and combustion emit larger quantities of sulphur oxides than all the 





















Chapter 7 INTERPRETATION OF LIFE CYCLE INVENTORY RESULTS 
Table 7.5 Balance sheet for sulphur oxides emissions for the life cycle sub-stages for the 
bwning of untreated and reprocessed oil in industrial furnaces 
Life cycle sub-stage Burning untreated used oil 
Industrial furnace 
Crude extraction + fuels 
refinery + base oil refinery >'13.s 
(kg SOx) 
Reprocessing of used oil 
+ (kg SOx) 0.0 
Bwning 2004 
+ collected/reprocessed 
oil (kg SOx) 
Sub-total (kg SOx) 33.9 
- Credits from HFO 
-22.2 
production (kg SOx) 
- Credits from HFO 
-53.5 
burning (kg SOxL 
Final SOx emissions (kg) -41.8 
>, based on allocation rules for respective sub-stages 
see Appendix G for balance calculations 









Figure 7.2 Life cycle inventory results for sulphur oxides (SOx) errusslOns for the 
selected used oil management scenarios (Results are based on a functional 











Chapter 7 INTERPRETATION OF LIFE CYCLE INVENTORY RESULTS 
7.4.3 Oils (unspecified) 
The inventory results quantifying the oils released to water ((w) Oils (unspecified)) for the 
selected used oil management scenarios, presented in Table 7.2 are also presented using a bar 
chart in Figure 7.3 
These results show that the re-refining of used oil would result in a significant reduction of oils 
released to water. All the used oil burning scenarios would result in an almost equal, relatively 
large positive release of oils to water. 
The significantly superior performance of the re-refining scenario is because the largest quantity 
of oils are released to water in the base oil refinery plant. Re-refining reduces the scale of 
operation of the base oil plant consequently reducing the quantity of oils released to water. It can 
also be deduced from the results that the production and combustion of!-[FO does not release 
significant quantities of oily water to the environment as the avoided impacts of !-[FO production 
and combustions do not significantly improve the used oil burning scenarios' capacity to reduce 
the quantity of oily water produced. 
The overall performance of the spectrum of selected used oil management scenarios with regards 
to reducing the amount of oils released in the effluent would be improved by introducing better 
methods of mitigating against the release of oils to water in the base oil refinery plants . 
• • • ••••••• - . -.-- - - •••••• -•••••• w ••• • ••• •• •••• __ ._. _ _ •• __ ••••• •••• _············· • • • -- •• - •••••••• - - ---• • - •• - - • •••• • •• -- •••••• ••• --•••• -._" ___ •• _. _ _ __ _ _ •••• ___ w. __ ._ ••• ___ • _ _ •••• _ _ ••• _ ••• _ _ "----•• - ---"-- - •• -- - •• •• ---••• • --1 
Cl 
burning untreated oil-furnace burning reprocessed oil-furnace re-refining used oil 
burning untreated oil-cement kiln burning reprocessed oil-brick kiln 
..... _ ._- ...... _._ ... _ .... __ ._--- .......... _-.--_ .. _ .. _ ....... - ..... __ ._--
Figure 7.3 Life cycle inventory results for the release of oils into effluent (w) Oil 
(unspecified) for the selected used oil management scenarios (Results are 
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Results of Life Cycle Impact Assessment 
8.1 INTRODUCTION AND APPROACH 
The purpose of this chapter is to assess the environmental perfonnance of the selected scenarios 
for used oil management in South Africa using Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) 
In Chapter 7 the environmental perfonnance of the selected used oil management scenarios was 
assessed using selected life cycle inventory flows. In LCIA the life cycle inventory flow data is 
assigned to environmental effect or impact categories they contribute to, followed by calculation 
processes in which characterisation factors are assigned to the flows to convert the life cycle 
inventory results to cornmon units for aggregation within the impact category. The process of 
carrying out LCIA was described in section 3.3.3 and the guidelines for on a general framework 
for LCIA are described in the international standard for LCIA (ISO 14042,2000). 
The assessment of the scenarios will be based on the output related impact categories proposed 
by SETAC for LCIA (Udo de Haes et al, 1999) which are also presented in Table 3.1. The 
selected impact categories and the characterisation of their contributing inventory flows are 
discussed in section 3.3.3. The process of LCIA was carried out on the life cycle inventory data 
generated from the computational model relating the scenarios and the impact assessment 
process was carried out using the TEAM1M 3 tools for LCIA. 
In this chapter the LCIA results of the comparative assessment of scenarios for used oil 
management shall be presented and discussed for each of the selected category indicators. The 
LCIA results of each impact category will be presented for analysis using a graphical mode. The 
results will be presented using bar charts for the life cycle impact category indicators, which will 
enable the identification and discussion of the major contributors to the impact category. 
After the presentation and analysis of the LCIA results for the selected category indicators the 
LCIA results will be discussed with the aim of assessing the overall environmental perfonnance 
of the selected used oil management scenarios and proposing the most environmentally sound 
route for used oil management in South Africa. 
In the conclusions the findings of the LCIA will be summarised and the results of the LCIA 
based assessment will be compared to the findings from the life cycle inventory flow based 
assessment presented in Chapter 7. Similarities and differences of results from the two 
assessment methods will be reviewed. 
8.2 INTERPRETATION OF LCIA RESULTS 
There are a number of different life cycle impact assessment categories on which the results of 
LCA may be interpreted. However, the working group on LCIA of SETAC-Europe proposed a 
list of impact categories for LCIA. (Udo de Haes et ai, 1999) The results of this study will be 
presented using the proposed output related impact categories which are: 
• Human toxicity, 












Chapter 8 RESULTS OF LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
• Eutrophication, 
• Photochemical oxidant formation, 
• Ecotoxicity, 
• Climate Change (Greenhouse effect). 
These LCIA categories are also discussed in section 3.3.3.a. The LCIA results were generated 
from the TEAMTM 3 tool for impact assessment using impact categories developed by the Centre 
of Environmental Science (CML). CML is an inter-faculty department of Leiden University that 
is involved in the development of a standard methodology to determine the environmental effect 
of products, working in association with the Society for Environmental Toxicology and 
Chemistry (SETAe) and the International Standards Organisation (ISO). (CML, 2000) The CML 
method is described in section 3.3.3.a with the description of life cycle impact categories. 
In presenting the LCIA results in a graphical format, a legend containing the major contributing 
flows is also given. It must be noted that the LCIA results are not based on these major 
contributing flows only, but are based on the aggregation of ALL life cycle inventory flows 
contributing to the respective environmental impact category. 
8.2.1 Effects on Human Health 
Human toxicity is an important environmental impact category for which there is no unanimity 
within the environmental assessment of products on any coherent and operational method for a 
quantitative assessment of toxic substances with equal footing with the emissions of other 
substances contributing to other environmental impact categories. (Hauschild and Wenzel, 1998) 
For this reason two different impact evaluation methods, the CML and the CST methods, have 
been used in assessing the human toxicity potentials of the selected used oil management 
scenarios. The results from assessing the selected used oil management scenarios based on their 
potential contributions to hmnan toxicity are given in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. 
Both the CML and CST human toxicity assessment methods show the dominance of lead 
emissions in determining a management scenario's human toxicity potential. The CML results, in 
addition to showing the dominance of lead ((a) Lead Pb), also indicate that sulphur oxides 
emissions ((a) Sulphur Oxides (SOx as S02) are significant in interpreting each scenario's 
performance as a contributor to human health effects. The CST method does not characterise 
sulphur emissions as significant contributors to human health effects. However, in South Africa 
sulphur oxide emissions are publicly recognised as an important contributor to negative human 
health effects (MBendi, 2000; Linde, 1999; Diab and Matoone, 1999; SAPREF, 1999) and for this 
reason the CML results will be used for the overall assessment of human toxicity potentials. The 
CML and CST determined results show that lead emissions, even though having an insignificant 
mass contribution to total emissions, are highly toxic, having significant influence on the human 
toxicity potential of a management scenario. 
The results presented using the CML method show that the used oil burning scenarios would 
have reduced human toxicity potentials from avoiding the impacts of HFO production and 
combustion which incur the release of sulphur oxides. 
An analysis of the inventory results shows that the largest sources of lead emissions in the used 
oil management life cycles is at the recycling stages where lead may be emitted during the burning 
of used oils. The other life cycle stages of the selected used oil management scenarios make an 
insignificant contribution to lead emissions. 
The re-refining management scenario emits the smallest quantities of lead and has the lowest 
potential for contributing to human toxicity from lead emissions into the atmosphere. 
When used oil is burned as a fuel, the scenarios in which the oil is reprocessed prior to burning 
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when compared to scenarios in which used oil is burned untreated. In the burning of used oil in 
cement kilns the used oil contaminants have been reported to be encapsulated in the cement 
product matrix (Beny et al, 1975; McKendry-Smith, 1989). However, a significantly larger 
proportion of these contaminants, particularly lead, are released when compared to the options 
where used is reprocessed prior to bwning. The burning of used oil in cement kilns would offer 
competitive performance to the burning of reprocessed oil if stringent air pollution control 
measures are put in place in the operation. 
The burning of reprocessed oil in industrial furnaces presents the largest margin in avoiding the 
human toxicity impacts of HFO production and combustion emanating from sulphur oxides 
emissions, and in this respect offers superior performance to re-refining. In comparing the 
overall human toxicity potential of re-refining and the energetic use scenarios, the two systems 
would have to be weighed based on the relative gains from a lower lead emissions in re-refining 
to the margin of avoided sulphur oxides emissions when used oils are burned. 
The burning of untreated used oil in industrial furnaces emits virtually all the inorganic and 
metallic contaminants in the used oil to air. Used oils collected in South Africa have an average 
lead content of about 0.1% and the emission of this lead to the environment has a significant 
human toxicity potential as is shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. If human toxicity is taken to be the 
most important environmental performance indicator for the selected used oil management 
scenarios then it will be recommended that all used oils should either undergo some form of 
treatment prior to disposal to remove the contaminants, else they should be utilised in industrial 
applications that either encapsulate or react with the contaminants and preventing them from 
release as emissions to the environment. 
8.2.2 Contributions to Air Acidification 
Acidification can be defined as an impact which leads to the fall in a system's acid neutralisation 
capacity (De Vries and Breeuwsma, 1987) Acidifying substances include NOx, SOx and NH3, and 
the acidification classification factors are derived from the propensity of a substance to release 
hydrogen ions (H+), as compared to S02. Air acidification contributes to material degradation or 
corrosion, with consequent major economic costs. (Hauschild and Wenzel, 1998) Other 
environmental problems include the acidification related leaching of nutrients from soils and the 
acidification of water bodies. (Forbes, 1999) 
The results showing the acidification potentials of the selected used oil management scenarios are 
presented in Figure 8.3. These results show that air acidification is influenced on the main by 
nitrogen oxides emissions ((a) NO, as NOz) and sulphur oxides emissions ((a) SOx as S02). 
Nitrogen oxides are emitted during the combustion of fossil fuels and it would be expected that 
the greater the life cycle energy demands of a used oil management scenario, the higher its 
nitrogen oxides related potential for contributing to air acidification. Re-refining has the lowest 
life cycle energy demands and this is reflected in its comparative nitrogen oxides emissions 
contributing impacts to air acidification shown in Figure 8.3. 
Sulphur oxides emissions are not only influenced by a system's energy demands but also by the 
sulphur content of the fuels. The inventory results presented in Table 7.2 and the balance sheet 
for sulphur oxides emissions for presented in Table 7.5 show that HFO production and 
combustion releases more sulphur oxides than the energetic use scenarios. As discussed in 
section 7.4.2 these seemingly anomalous results when compared to the inventory results of the 
fuel energy use related flows are as a results of the burning of a higher fraction of low sulphur 
fuel gas and reprocessed oil in the energetic use scenarios. 
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• (w) Arsenic (As3+, As5+) 
• (a) Arsenic (As) 
• (s) Arsenic (As) 
• (a) Ammonia (NH3) 
• (a) 8arium (8a) 
(a) 8enzene (C6H6) 
• (a) 8enzo(a)pyrene (C20H12) 
• (a) 8romium (8r) 
• (a) Cadmium (Cd) 
(a) Carbon Monoxide (CO) 
• (a) Copper (Cu) 
• (a) Iron (Fe) 
• (a) Lead (Pb) 
• (a) Manganese (Mn) 
• (a) Mercury (Hg) 
• (a) Molybdenum (Mo) 
• (a) Nitrogen Oxides (NOx as N02) 
• (a) Phenol (C6H50H) 
= (a) Sulphur Oxides (SOx as S02) 
• (a) Tin (Sn) 
Figure 8.1 CML-Human Toxicity potentials for selected used oil management scenarios 











































• (a) Carbon Monoxide (CO) 
• (a) Nitrogen Oxides (NOx as N02) 
• (a) Sulphur Oxides (SOx as S02) 
• (a) Formaldehyde (CH20) 
• (a) Particu lates (unspecified) 
(a) Aldehyde (unspecified) 
• (a) Benzene (C6H6) 
• (a) Arsenic (As) 
• (a) Cadmium (Cd) 
• (a) Cobalt (Co) 
• (a) Copper (Cu) 
• (a) Lead (Pb) 
• (a) Mercury (Hg) 
• (a) Nickel (Ni) 
• (a) Selenium (Se) 
Figure 8.2 CST-Human Toxicity potentials for selected used oil management scenarios 
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Chapter 8 RESULTS OF LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
The results in Figure 8.3 show that the selection of the used oil burning scenarios would result in 
the avoidance of evidently dominant air acidification potential that would arise from sulphur 
oxides emissions during HFO production and combustion. The results show that the energetic 
use scenarios present better environmental performance than re-refining and they can also be 
interpreted as showing that the burning of used oil in industrial furnaces without prior treatment 
would present the least potential for air acidification. It can also be deduced that reducing the life 
cycle energy uses of the selected scenarios will reduce the air acidification potentials for all the 
used oil management scenarios. 
8.2.3 Eutrophication Potentials 
Eutrophication can be described as an enrichment of the aquatic environment with nutrient 
which leads to an increase in the production of planktonic algae and higher aquatic plants, which 
in turn leads to reduction in the quality of the water. (Christiansen et al, 1993) Substances that 
contain the plant growth limiting macronutrients, nitrogen and phosphorous, in a biologically 
available form are potential contributors to nutrient enrichment. In the calculation of nutrient 
enrichment potentials for substances, the potentials must be expressed in the form of their 
contribution of nitrogen or phosphorous. In the results presented in Figure 8.4 using the CML 
method, the impact potential is expressed as an equivalent release of P04J-. 
The results of assessing the performance of the selected used oil management scenarios using 
their eutrophication potential show that re-refining has the best performance. Of the energetic 
use scenarios, the burning of untreated oil in cement kilns presents the lowest potential for 
contributing to eutrophication. A comparison of the energetic use scenarios in which used oils 
are bWTIed in kilns to the scenarios where they are burned in furnaces show that the burning of 
used oil in cement or brick kilns would result in the encapsulation of phosphate based 
contaminants that contribute to eutrophication. 
The results also show that nitrogen oxide emissions are the dominant contributors to the 
eutrophication. In the life cycles of the selected used oil management scenarios nitrogen oxides 
are generated from the combustion of fossil fuels and an overall reduction in energy use would 
directly reduce eutrophication potentials. The treatment of used oil may also release effluent with 
high chemical oxygen demand (COD) which contributes to eutrophication. The reduction of 
effluent COD for these processes wo-..ud result in a decreased eutrophication potential. 
8.2.4 Contributions to Photochemical Oxidant Formation 
The photochemical oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and carbon monoxide 
(CO) in the troposphere can result in increased concentrations of reactive substances called 
photo-oxidants, which are injurious to the health of living organisms. The potential contribution 
to photochemical ozone formation from a substance can be described by its Photochemical 
Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) and the reference substance is ethylene, CZH4 • 
The results showing the potential contributions of the life cycle inventory flows to 
photochemical oxidant formation are given in Figure 8.5. The results show that re-refining gives 
the best performance with regards to minimising photochemical oxidant formation while 
managing used lubricating oils in South Africa. 
Of the energetic use scenarios, the scenarios in which used oil is burned without prior treatment 
show the best performance for minimising photochemical oxidant formation . 
Figure 8.5 shows that the major contributors to photochemical oxidant formation for all the used 
oil management options are light hydrocarbon, benzene and aldehydes emissions. An analysis of 
the life cycle inventory data shows that these compounds are emitted at the refinery stages of the 
lubricating oil life cycle, hence the superior performance of the re-refining scenario resulting 
from the reduced scale of the base oil refineries operations. 
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El (a) Nitrogen Oxides (NOx as N02) 
• (w) Ammonia (NH4+, NH3, as N) 
• (w) Phosphates (P04 3-, HP04--, 
H2P04-, H3P04, as P) 
• (w) Phosphorus (P) 
(w) COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) 
(w) Nitrogenous Matter (Kjeldahl, as 
N) 
• (w) Nitrogenous Matter (unspecified, 
as N) 
• (w) Phosphorous Matter (unspecified, 
as P) 
• (a) Nitrous Oxide (N20) 
• (w) Phosphorus Pentoxide (P20S) 
• (a) Ammonia (NH3) 
Figure 8.4 CML-Eutrophication potentials for selected used oil management scenarios 
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Chapter 8 RESULTS OF LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
8.2.5 The Greenhouse Effect 
The greenhouse effect or global wanning is the increase in the temperature of the earth's 
atmosphere form the absorbance of re-emitted infrared radiation by gases, aerosols and particles 
in the earth's atmosphere. The focus in environmental assessment is on the "man-made 
greenhouse effect", which is an increase in atmospheric temperature over and above the natural 
greenhouse effect, caused by man-made emissions of substances or particles which can influence 
the earth's radiation balance. The most important emissions resulting from hwnan activities 
which can enhance the greenhouse effect are carbon dioxide (C02), methane (O-q, nitrous 
oxide (N20) and halocarbons (hydrocarbons containing chlorine, fluorine and bromine). Ozone 
(03) is also a greenhouse gas, but the extent of its contribution is currently uncertain. 
The results of assessing the selected used oil management scenarios' potential for contributing to 
the green house effect are presented in Figure 8.6. The results show that the management 
scenarios in which used oil is burned without prior treatment appear to have the lowest potential 
for contributing to the greenhouse effect. 
As in the assessment of photochemical oxidants formation, the main factors influencing the 
performance of the scenarios is the effect of re-refining on the scale of the refinery operations 
and the benefits on the burning scenarios from the avoided impacts of HFO production. 
The results presented in Figure 8.6 show that CO2 emissions and avoided methane emissions are 
the major contributing flows to greenhouse effect potentials. CO2 emissions arise mainly from 
the combustion of fossil fuels at every life cycle stage of the used oil management scenario. The 
greater process energy demands are in the refining of lubricating oils hence re-refining reduces 
the release of greenhouse gases. 
However, the results also show that the energetic use scenarios have lower overall greenhouse 
effect potential than re-refining as a result of the gain that would result from the avoided 
methane emissions associated with HFO production and combustion. The data module used to 
in the study for HFO production and combustion is for an average for European processes. This 
module indicates that about 40 kg of methane is emitted for every 1000kg of HFO produced. 
The emission of such a relatively high quantity of methane is questionable and is probably as a 
result of a calculation error. The amount of methane released from HFO production and 
combustion, although no data is currently available, would be expected to be comparable to the 
quantities released from the management scenarios under consideration. This would result in 
significantly reduced benefits from avoided methane emissions. The !PCC allocates an equivalent 
global wanning potential to methane of 62-82 kg CO2/ kg methane. 
The LCIA results obtained for the assessment of greenhouse effect potentials emphasises the 
need to acquire accurate and directly applicable emissions data for HFO production in South 
Africa for dependable results to be presented. 
8.2.6 Aquatic Ecotoxicity Effects 
The results of the assessment of using aquatic ecotoxicity as an environmental performance 
indicator are presented in Figure 8.7. 
The results show a dominance of oils in wastewater ((w) Oils (unspecified)) as a contributor to 
aquatic ecotoxicity for all management scenarios. Re-refining as the used oil management 
scenario that would result in the lowest releases of oils in waste waster has the lowest aquatic 
ecotoxicity potential. 
In Chapter 7 oils released in wastewater were discussed in the assessment of selected used oil 











Chapter 8 RESULTS OF LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
flows analysis given in Table 7.4 show that the largest release of oils into water occurs in the base 
oil refinery plant. Re-refining would reduce the scale of operation of the base oil plant, 
consequently reducing the quantity of oils released in wastewater. 
The reduction in the quantities of oil released with effluent at the base oil refinery would reduce 
the aquatic ecotoxicity potentials of all the management scenarios. The influence of disposing oils 
in water to aquatic ecotoxicity as presented in Figure 8.7 also give an important insight into the 
potential damage to aquatic life forms that is resulting from the improper disposal of the large 
proportion of uncollected oils in South Africa and gives support to intensification of the waste 
oil collection programs. 
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f5I (a) Carbon Dioxide (C02, fossil) 
rJ (a) Methane (CH4) 
• (a) Nitrous Oxide (N20) 
• (a) Halon 1301 (CF3Br) 
• (a) Carbon Tetrafluoride (CF 4) 
Figure 8.6 IPCC-Greenhouse Effect (direct, 20 yrs)potentials for selected used oil management scenarios 
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I (w) Benzene (C6H6) 
• (w) Cadmium (Cd++) 
~ (w) Oils (unspecified) 
I (w) He)(achloroethane (C2CI6) 
(w) Tetrachloroethylene (C2CI4) 
I (w) Chromium (Cr III) 
I (w) Chromium (Cr III, Cr VI) 
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Chapter 8 RESULTS OF LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
8.3 COMPARING THE OVERALL ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE OF 
SELECTED USED OIL MANAGEMENT SCENARIOS BASED ON LCIA 
Figure 8.8 shows the LCIA results presented for each impact category rationalised as a fraction of 
the highest impact value for the used oil management scenarios which is given a value of 1 and 
the lowest impact value being given a value of minus 1 (-1). For example, the LCIA results 
showing the potential contributions to human toxicity given in Figure 8.1 show that the scenario 
in which untreated used oil is burned in industrial furnaces presents the highest potential to 
hLUnan toxicity. In Figure 8.8 this highest toxicity potential is given a value of 1, and the human 
toxicity potentials of the other management scenarios are taken as positive or negative fractions 
of this highest value. The rationalised negative impact values reflect the gains to the environment 
for the used oil burning scenarios resulting from quantitatively greater avoided impacts of HFO 
production and combustion. 
The results of comparing the overall performance of the selected used oil management scenarios 
based on the rationalised LCIA category values, assuming that all the life cycle impact categories 
have equal relative importance, show the selected scenarios present variable performance for the 
LCIA categories used in the assessment. The results also show that both re-refining and the 
energetic use scenarios present the best environmental performance for different impact 
categories with re-refining offering the best performance on aquatic ecotoxicity, eutrophication 
and photochemical oxidant formation potentials. The energetic use scenarios give the best 
performance of the remaining 3 LCIA categories with the scenarios in which used oil is burned 
without prior treatment showing the lowest potential for causing the greenhouse effect. The 
burning of untreated oil in industrial furnaces would result in the lowest releases of substances 
causing air acidification and the scenario in which reprocessed oil is burned in industrial furnaces 
releases the lowest amount of substances attributed to negative human health effects. 
It would be difficult to present one management scenario which could be said to offer the best 
overall environmental performance based on the results of the LCIA. A distinction of the overall 
performance of one management scenario would have to be based on giving variable importance 
to the impact categories used in the assessment. 
The difficulty in determining the best performing option in a comparative analysis is recognised 
and ISO 14042 (2000), the standard giving guidelines on LCIA recommends that this be done in 
conjunction with other considerations. For this reason the best performing used oil management 
scenarios will be proposed in Chapter 9, with the consideration of the life cycle inventory 
assessment results as well as other logistical considerations that have to be considered in used oil 
management in South Africa 
140 


























. CML-Human Toxicity 
. CML-Aquatic Ecotoxity 
CCML-Air Acidification 
. CML-Eutrophication 
• WM O-Photochemical 
oxidant formation (average) 
• IPCC-Greenhouse effect 
(direct, 20 years) 










Chapter 8 RESULTS OF LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
8.4 CONCLUSION 
The assessment of the used oil management scenarios based on the selected LCIA categories 
reveals differences in environmental performance and identifies areas of improvement. 
If it is assumed that the LClA categories used in the study are of equal importance in South 
Africa then the used oil management scenarios in which used lubricating oil is re-refined and the 
scenario in which used oil is burned as a fuel in cement kilns have to be considered as showing 
the best environmental performance in South Africa. The selection of one superior management 
option would have to be made with consideration of other factors. 
When comparing the results of the LCIA based assessment to the results of the life cycle 
inventory flow based assessment presented in Chapter 7 similarities are found for impact 
categories where an inventory flow is a dominant contributor to the respective impact category. 
This is clearly illustrated by considering the results of the inventory flow comparisons based on 
lead emissions ((a) Lead (Pb)) and oils in wastewater ((w) Oils (unspecified)) (see Table 7.2, 
Figure 7.3) and the respective LCIA results for human toxicity and aquatic ecotoxicity (see Figure 
8.1,8.2 and 8.7) 
As in the assessment of used oil management scenarios based on inventory flows, the results 
generated for the used oil management scenarios, potential for contributing to eutrophication, 
photochemical oxidant formation and the greenhouse effect are strongly influenced by the 
consequences posed by re-refining on the refinery operations as well as the benefits derived from 
avoiding the impacts of HFO production and combustion when used oil burning scenarios are 
considered. 
The assessment methods used in presenting results in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 will be used in 
Chapter 9 in verifying the hypotheses presented for the study and for making recommendations 












Conclusions and Recommendations 
An LCA based model that can be used to investigate and evaluate the environmental 
performance of specific scenarios for used oil management in South Africa was developed. Data, 
generally of first-order accuracy and applicability, was collected for use in the model. Within the 
restrictions of the data quality, the model was used to investigate the performance of hypothetical 
used oil management scenarios in which the entire volume of collected used oil is routed to one 
of the following management options: 
• Burning of untreated used oil in industrial furnaces, 
• Burning of untreated used oil in cement kilns, 
• Burning of reprocessed oil in industrial furnaces, 
• Burning of reprocessed oil in brick kilns, 
• Re-refining of used oil using the Revivoil Re-refining process. 
The environmental performance of the selected scenarios was assessed based on two methods; 
• using the results generated by the model for a selected number of inventory flows which are 
considered to be important environmental performance indicators in South Africa, 
• using Life Cycle Lnpact Assessment (LCIA) categories. 
The results generated from this model can be used to inform on a broad based strategy for used 
oil management by assessing the environmental benefits of selected scenarios within the context 
of the entire lube oil manufacturing, use and re-use system thereby identifying opportunities for 
improvement. However, before conclusions and recommendations are presented, the factors 
which influence the context in which the results are interpreted "Will be summarised. These relate 
to; model structure, model focus, model uncertainty and data quality. 
8.1 Model Structure: Choice of System Boundaries 
In the study as well as in the model all elements or processing sub-systems common to all the 
management scenarios were placed outside the system boundaries. The elements put within the 
system boundaries are crude oil extraction, sections of the fuels refinery and base oil plant 
systems, and the recycling systems in which the used oil is processed. Elements common to the 
management scenarios that were placed outside the system boundaries are additive production 
and distribution, the lubricating oil blending and distribution, lube oil losses during use, used oil 
collection and storage systems, and the processing of refinery products other than lubricating 
oils. 
'Ibis choice of system boundaries is only applicable with the following conditions, and the results 
should be interpreted within the context of these conditions being applicable: 
• The re-refined base oil recycled into the use system is blended with the same additives, 
produced and distributed through the same processes as virgin base oils, 
• The losses during lubricating oil use have the same impact regardless of the management 
scenario under consideration, 
• The collection and storage systems have equal burdens regardless of the management 
scenario under consideration. 'Ibis condition is based on the assumption that the 











Chapter 9 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
are taken to be equal regardless of the scenario considered. This assumption was made 
because the management scenarios in the study were not assigned specific locations and it 
would be difficult to assign transport data. However, in future use of the model, where site-
specific end-use scenarios are considered, the burdens associated with transport could be 
incorporated. 
In placing of the processing of other refinery products outside the assessment boundaries 
assumptions regarding the flows in the fuels refinery were made. It was proposed that the 
recycling of re-refined base oils, although influencing the scale of operation of the base oil 
refinery plant, would not result in a decrease in the quantity of crude oil processed in the refinery 
system, but rather an increase in the quantity of other refinery products produced. The assumed 
relationship would only influence the allocation of environmental burdens incurred in crude oil 
extraction, transport, storage and the first processing steps-distillation. 
The environmental impacts to the broader refinery system that would arise from recycling base 
oil would be quantified as the marginal difference between the reduction of burdens that is 
gained from decreasing the quantity of refinery product treated in the base oil refinery and the 
increased burdens resulting from the increased quantity of intermediate products that would be 
processed to other refinery products. The latter would however be allocated to other petroleum 
products and was not of concern in this study. 
In interpreting the results of the study one must be cognisant that the selected choice of system 
bOLmdaries imply that the improvements that are presented form the results are valid w:ithin the 
context of the selected boundaries. The process of quantifying the benefits of re-refining based 
on the environmental changes that would be effected by the increased production of other 
refinery products would require an assessment of the entire fuels refinery system. 
9.2 Model Focus: The Choice of Fuel Substituted by Used Oil in Energetic Use 
Scenarios 
The results of the assessment of energetic use scenarios reveals that their potential for improving 
the system environmental performance is derived from avoiding the impacts that would be 
associated with the production and utilisation of the fuel they would substitute in a given 
application. In the study it was assumed that used oil and its products would substitute heavy fuel 
oil (HFO) in respective industrial applications. This assumption therefore implies that the 
environmental improvements associated with an energetic use scenario are specifically derived 
from avoiding the impacts of HFO production and combustion. 
The results of this study should therefore be interpreted specifically w:ithin the context of 
assessing the benefits of the energetic use scenarios in as far as they avoid the impacts of HFO 
production and combustion. These results carmot and should not be extrapolated to systems 
where the used oil or its fuel products would be substituting other fuels, such as coal. 
The assessment of the benefits that would be gained from used oil or its fuel products being used 
as a substitute for coal in industrial applications would require that life cycle inventory data be 
gathered for coal production, and coal combustion in the respective industrial application. It is 
noted that the developed model would be amenable to such a change in focus. 
9.3 Structural Uncertainty in the Model: Allocation of Burdens in the Refineries 
System 
The environmental burdens associated w:ith the base oil refinery plant were allocated using an 
assumed economic value of 80%. This assumed economic value was not arbitrarily selected but 
was selected based on considerations of the refinelY system's product mass to gross revenue 
relationships (SAPREF, 1999). The sensitivity of the results to the assumed allocation showed 
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Decree 21 1979 
collection and elimination 
Law No. 95-101, Feb 2, 1995 -Activities such as rhe elimination of industrial waste are 
outlined this law or international bodies. Oil 
Used Oil Act, 1968 -Law defined used oil manag;ement 
pr()bl(~ms stemmed from the act's definition of 
however number of 
Act, 1972 -A federal ordinance rhat worked in nlflllllI'IClH wirh the 
of 1968. It was directed and regluatmg 
used oils. 
-n",_""''-';U the waste act of 1968. The act revised the 
of used oil with substances and 
coll1ecllon of waste oils. 
\\7aste Avoidance and 
Resolution No.9, 1993 - Consists of 16 articles that control the collection and 
IbN'IV1,P"'" Act, 1976 -Establishes the framework for the 
hazardous waste 
Used Oil Directive 75/439, 1975 -Its articles promote proper of used oiL The 
articles deal wirh issues such rhat member ensure proper collection and 
and rhe waste oil in drains and waterways. Other articles 
present on aspects of used 
of this amendment are that it favours used 
""C!lI~UA"H<;U controls on contamination and other 





















Specifications for Effluents as given by Department of 






















W ATE R ACT CITY DRAINAGE BY-LAWS 
General Standards 
1 Standards (other than Johannes- Pretoria Durban 
(catchment areas) catchment areas) 
pH 5 5 7.5 .5 - 9.5 12.0 6-10 > 6.0 
E"ascal coli NIL NIL 
Dissolved a > 75 > 75% 
Temperature > 25°C <: 3 "C or <: 110"F 
Chemical oxygen 30 75 500 
demand 
4 hours OA 5 10 
Not Not increas 200 
more than 15% more than 
above intake above intake 
25 1000 60 600 
Na+ more than more than 
e above e above 75 
Soap. oil & grease NIL Max 2.5 400 ppm 400 ppm 12 ppm 
Free Cl NIL MaJil 0.1 1000 
Free & saline 1.0 10 
Nitrates (as N) 1.5 




0 05 0.5 50 ppm 20 ppm 50 ppm 
a 02 1.0 50 ppm 20 50 
Pb 0.1 .1 
Cd 5 50 20 50 
t"e 0.3 
'-In 0.1 
Ni 50 20 50 
s 0.0 1.0 50 50 20 
1.0 1.0 
Zn 0 3 5.0 50 20 50 
Phenols 0.01 0.1 
CN 0 5 0.5 0 0 0 
Total sugars and 
starch 1000 0 500 
Tar & tar 
60 60 60 
500 












ACCEPTANCE OF TRADE EFFLUENT FOR DISCHARGE 
INTO THE SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM 
No trade effluent shall be accepted for discharge into the sewage disposal system unless it complies 
with the following conditions. 
. . 
The effluent shall not contain concentrations of substances in 'excess of those stated below:-
Large Works general quality limits are applicable when an indu~tries effluent discharges in a 
catchment leading to a sewage works of greater than 25 MUd capacity. Small Works quality limits 
apply for catchments leading to sewage works with less than 25 MQ/d capacity. 
II LARGE WORKS SMALL WORKS UNITS 
GENERAL QUALITY LIMITS > 25 MUd < 25Mtld 
) 
l. Temperarure (Oe) < 44°e ~ < 44°e Degrees Celcius 
2. pH 6<pH<10 6,5 < pH < 10 pH units 
3. Oils, greases, waxes of mineral origin 50 50 mg/I 
• 
4. Vegetable Oils, greases, waxes 250 250 mg/I 
.. 
5. Total sugar and starch (as glucose) 1 ()()() 500 mg/I 
.. 
6, Sulphal.e3 in S"Olution (as So-.) 250 250 mg/I 
7. Sulphides, hydrosulphides (as S,,) 1 1 mg/I 
and poly sulphides 
8, Chlorides (as Cn 1 ()()() 500 mg/I 
~ Flouride (asF') 5 5 mg/' 
II \0. Phenols (as phenol) 10 5 mg/I 
11. Cyanides (as eN') 20 10 mg/I .. 
12. Serueable Solids Charge Charge mm 
13. Suspended Solids 2 ()()() 1 ()()() mg/I 
14. Total dissolved solids 1 ()()() 500 mg/I 
15 . Electrical eonductiv1ty - 400 mS/m 
16. Anionic Swfacrants - 500 mg/I 














22. Boron (B) 
B. . Selenium (Se) 
24. (Mn) 
25 Lead (Pb) 
26. Cadmium 
II .8. Total Chrome (Cr) 
29. Nsenic (As) 
30 Titanium (Ti) 
31. Cobalt ( 0 
TOTAL MJITALS 
No calcium carbide. radio active waste or 















































P'VP""Y unit feed distillate Vacuum PDA DAO HF 
residue residue Product 
Specific grav1ty 
• 
0.894 0.876 0.936 0.942 0.907 0.8721 
Total acidity no. mgKOH/g i 4.8 1.3 i 8.9 6.4 0.8 0.0 
Total basicity ITlgKOH/g ! .. --- ---- .. _-- ---- 0.10 
• Pour pomt ce; ... ~-- ---- ---- -6 
CloudpOl~ Ice; I 
• 
---- -4 
Viscosity @ 40ce; cSt 66.3 104 127 1237 420 47.66 
Viscosity @ lOOce; cSt t 9.22 4.18 54.2 67.1 I 28 7.02 I 
ViscosIty Index 116 104 127 113 92 104 
Ashes % 0.84 0.02 2.8 3.4 0.02 ----
• Total mtrogen ppm 950 235 1600 1760 590 48 
Sulphur (EX) % vvt 1.03 0.89 1.10 1.21 1.05 0.1375 
Chlorine (FX) ppm 2650 1850 1600 730 590 <5 
COlu"c!son carbon 'Yo wt 1.71 0.01 5.77 5.97 0.85 0.0 
Flash pOl Open cup ce; ......... ---- 203 
PNA (IP346) %wt ---~ ---- ---- i ---- ---- 0.35 
• Metals (total) m 6457 136 19159 20267 129 2 
Ba ppm 174 <2 80 <2 0 
Ca ppm 1490 <2 33 4257 <2 0 I 
.. ~ ppm 121 <2 469 1615 i <2+ 0 
B ppm 28 <2 60 89 <2 I 0 
Zn ppm 1083 I <2 _ 3680 2844 <2 0 
P ! ppm 1233 125 3720 2589 <2 0 
• 
I Fe ppm I 103 <1 395 474 72 0 
Cr ppm 5 <1 15 19 15 0 I 
Al ppm 13 <1 30 57 <1 0 
Cu ppm 26 <1 84 60 1 0 
Sn ppm 40 8 124 5 8 
• 
1 I 
Pb ppm 2105 3 6490 7310 <1 6 
V ppm 1 <1 1 2 <1 0 
Mo ppm 6 <1 17 8 2 0 II 
r-:-:-
ppm 17 <1 69 111 17 0 
Na ppm 22 <1 86 748 <1 1 
Source: Billon . al, 1995 


































statistics of OECD countries 1995-




Process Gas: 0% (coke oven gas blast furnace 
Free Electricity, 0% (geothermal. biomass and animal 
NA 










for forklift combustion of LPG: the EMEP/CORINAIR 
Emission 
Ecobilan 
Laboratorium fur Enf'r.,if'~v"teml' 
ZurIch, 1996 
leil I, Erdol 
171-172 
effluents from oil refineries 
,"-VlJ"a.w'C report Brussels 1984 
994" 
991> Vertrauliche modemen, 
1991, 
1998 
the refineries examined, the output steam, 
is an 
Calorific Value have 
for fuel oil, 
calorific and extraction, 
To use this module, do not that you must connect the to an 
model of your choice, 
University of Cape Town
APPENDIXD. Infoffilation on Data Modules used in construction of computational model for the comparative 
environmental analysis of used oil management scenarios in South Africa 
I Module I Data Source I Data infonnation and Comments 
2321 Propane (C3H8): Ecobilan module (cf. software licensi ng agreement). Production of Propane (C3H8) 
Production.2 
Laboratorium fur Energiesysteme This data sheet is representative of European average in 1994. 
ETH, Zur"ich, 1996 
Teil I, Erdol Use of mass allocation rules, employing similar inventory profiles for heavy fuel oil, 
Page 171-172 light fuel oil and diesel oil 
Omits petroleum fields exploration (0.08% of the calorific value) and extraction. 
primary source: 
I) Concawe (Hrsg.), "quality of aquous effluents from oil refineries 
in western europe", Concawe report n084/53, Brussels 1984 
2) Concawe (Hrsg.), "oil refineries waste survey -disposal methods, 
quantities and costs", Concawe report nO 5/89, Brussels 1989. 
3) Concawe (Hrsg), "Performance of Oil Industry Pipeline in 
Western Europe Statistical Summary of Reported Spillages-I 994" , 
Concawe report nO 4/95, Brussels 1995 
4) <Raffoil 1991> Vertrauliche Informationen einer modernen, 
westeuropaischen Raffinerie, 1991 . 
241 Toluene (C6H5CH3): Ecobilan module (cf. software licensing agreement). Production of toluene (C6H50H) 
Production. I 
Eco-profiles of the European plastics industry (PWMI, May 1993). Data derived from the production of benzene, which is considered as a co-product of 
Report 4 (Polystyrene), p.IO toluene. 
Data have been obtained for the production of 1.25 million metric tons from 5 separate 
plants. 
Original energy values in Gross Calorific Value have been translated into Net Calorific 
Value, resulting in a 5% to 10% reduction. 
4031 Heavy Fuel Oil: Ecobilan module (cf. software licensing agreement). Combustion of Heavy Fuel Oil in Refinery 
Combustion (Refinery). I 
Laboratorium fur Energiesysteme Representative of the European process in 1992 and 1993. 
ETH, ZurIch, 1996 
Teil I, Erdol To use this module, do not forget that you must connect the Electricity inflow to an 
Page 154 electricity model of your choice. 
University of Cape Town
Buwal calls 
cross treatment for 
VUU"LlVll models; recalculation from process data when 
nmvirl~rl the Bliwal, in order to check, calculation 
electricity model 
tanker: 4500 km 
of mass allocation rules. similar for 
fuel and diesel oiL 
nt'lmit'IIm fields of the calorific value}. 
connect 
Data have been obtained from 7 installations 
bottles. 
The bottle masses varied between 32 and 54 grams with an average 
the conversion processes relate 1993-1995 
hrt'~I((ln"m of energy different parts of the 
most of the emissions arise 
of the fuel used. 










W eissb I ech-
Plate: 
Wald und n0250 
Data have been 
year. 
67 LOPE 
Data the conversion relate to in 1993-1995 
The contributions to of the different 
The iron comes from Sud Australia and 











University of Cape Town
D. 
I 
net value: 6, I 
net calorific 
gas 
station and treatment of 
treatment leachates in 
University of Cape Town
Combustion of diesel oil in truck load: 28 t}. 
{'''rrp~n,..,ntl~ to the one distance 
truck and 
of the truck return is 
oil storage and 
data & Ecobilan oil incineration in Sacks 
Africa 
on 
f'rolf',v,ll"mf'. und der 
ETH Zurich, Zurich 1990 
University of Cape Town
APPENDIXD. Infonnation on Data Modules used in construction of computational model for the comparative 
environmental analysis of used oil management scenarios in South Africa 
I Module I Data Source I Data infonnation and Comments 





Propane deasphalting unit 
Ecobilan module (cf. software licensing agreement). 
Buwal 132 (1991) A9 adapted by Ecobilan. 
Adaptation covers C02 emissions added for what Buwal calls 
precombustion for fuels production models; cross loop treatment for 
fuels production models; recalculation from process data when 
provided in the Buwal, in order to check, calculation updated using 
recent European electricity model (UCPTE 1990). 
Revivoil Re-refining Process treatment stage 
Data Sources: Billon et ai, 1995; Viscolube Marketing Brochure. 
1999; Giovanna et ai, 1999 
Revivoil Re-refining Process treatment stage 
Data Sources: Billon et ai, 1995; Viscolube Marketing Brochure, 
1999; Giovanna et ai, 1999 
Revivoil Re-refining Process treatment stage 
Data Sources: Billon et ai, 1995; Viscolube Marketing Brochure, 
1999; Giovanna et ai, 1999 
Revivoil Re-refining Process treatment stage 
Data Sources: BiIJon et ai, 1995; Viscolube Marketing Brochure, 
1999; Giovanna et ai, 1999 
Data module: Avoided impacts of HFO production through use of used oils as source 
of fuel 
Data on primary mining (excludes water, steam or C02 injection into the oil reservoir). 
Average transportation (included): 
- river barge: 1000 km 
- pipeline: 125 km 
tanker: 4500 km 
Use of mass allocation rules, implying similar inventory profiles for heavy fuel oil, 
light fuel oil and diesel oil. 
Omits petroleum fields exploration (0.08% of the calorific value). 
To use this module, do not forget that you must connect the Electricity inflow to an 
electricity model of your choice. 
Streams data sourced from Billon et al 1995, analytical results of streams at HeIJas 
Plant Greece, operational since 1993 
Utilities data source: Giovanna et ai, 1999; Used oil Marketing Brochure, 1999 
Streams data sourced from Billon et al 1995, analytical results of streams at HeIJas 
Plant Greece, operational since 1993 
Utilities data source: Giovanna et ai, 1999; Used oil Marketing Brochure, 1999 
Streams data sourced from BiIJon et al 1995, analytical results of streams at Hellas 
Plant Greece, operational since 1993 
Utilities data source: Giovanna et ai, 1999; Used oil Marketing Brochure, 1999 
Streams data sourced from Billon et al 1995, analytical results of streams at Hellas 
Plant Greece, operational since 1993 
Utilities data source: Giovanna et ai, 1999; Used oil Marketing Brochure, 1999 
University of Cape Town
2 NaOH + Cl2 + H2. 
Includes three types of cells: mercury, and membrane cells. 
Allocation rules: 
l. Sodium between Cl2 and NaOH on the basis of the relative 
chlorine: 
attributed to NaOH. 
mass basis on all 
energy values Gross Calorific Vallie 
resulting in a 5% to 10% reduction. 
Data for 
chlorine. 
have been calculated at the time for 
University of Cape Town
cement kiln 
Oil 
Incineration. Cement Kiln 
(Canada, 
der CIBA CEIOY 
Basel 1988. 
net calorific value: 40 
net calorific value: 38 
South African used 
modified for stack emission 
Cement 
from 
based on Rose Foundation Data, 
University of Cape Town
232S Oil 
Incineration. Tunnel kiln Brick 
Furnace 
,.~v~It".m,.. und Umwelt ", der 




























































E Results for selected used oil 
-16.6407 -16.6407 0.0011661 
6.34336 -0.649639 -0.450374 -0.450374 0.0184805 
-24.1967 -26.1947 -17.913 -17.913 0.713077 
5660.14 5760.14 8660.24 8660.24 3588.32 
-52.0382 -52.0382 -31.2492 -31.2492 4.2517 
-0.0292963 -0.0292963 -0.0182238 -0.0182238 0.0079419 
-1.45E+03 -1.43E+03 -1.76E+02 -231.788 846.Q11 
-90.8387 -90.8387 -61.0511 -61.0511 2.90191 
-8.61E-08 -8.61E-08 -5.82E-08 -5.82£-08 2.82£-09 
622.92 12.3803 1.48588 1.48588 0.163492 
-5.41E-05 -S.4lE-05 -3.04E-06 -3.04E-06 3.98£-05 
-00297402 -0.0297402 -0.0212548 -0.0212548 0.0002772 
-1.10E+00 -1.10E+00 -7.4lE-02 -0.0740766 0.79639 
-2.42E+02 -242.455 795.211 
-2.09E-08 -2.09£-08 1.01£-09 
-2.47E-05 -2.47£-05 1.26£-06 
-4.11009 -2.44736 -2.44736 0.4914 
-S.43E-05 -5.43E-05 0.0007098 
-0.504199 -0.504199 -0.335227 -0.335227 0.0253313 
26.4834 26.4834 11.9027 11.9027 10.8351 
31.7888 -30.5812 -20.4504 -20.4504 1.18192 
-1.76E-01 -1.76E-01 -9.94E-03 -0.0099445 0.12989 
-4.18E+04 -3.13E+04 -29169 -15431.6 5155.4 
6.84E-05 6.84E-05 6.84E-OS 6.84£-05 9.86£-06 
-0.00088233 -0.00088233 -4.97E-OS -4.97E-05 0.0006494 
-0.00181872 -0.00181872 -0.00010243 -0.0001024 0.0013387 














E Results for selected used oil 
humin ... hum;"", 
-0 '" 
burning untreated '-.-
untreated oil-cement ireprocessed oil-brick r .... roefining 
Flow Units oil-furnace kiln oil-furnace kiln used oil 
far) Radium (Ra22B) kBq -1.0BE-06 -1.0BE-06 -7.27E-07 -7.27E-07 3.59E-08 
far) Radon (Rn220) kBq -3.34E-05 -3.34E-05 -224E-05 -2.24E-05 1.07E-06 
(ar) Radon (Rn222) kBq -9.40E-01 -9.40E-01 -3.91E-01 -0.391292 0.30545 
(ar) Thorium (Th228) kBq -9.16E-07 -9.16E-07 -6.15E-07 -6.15E-07 3.04E-08 
far) Thorium (Th232) kBq -5.83E-07 -5.83E-07 -3.91E-07 -3.91E-07 1.93E-08 
(ar) Uranium (U238) kBq -L67E-06 -L67E-06 -1.12E-06 -1.12E-06 5.53E-08 
(s) Aluminium (Al) Ig -4.86E-01 -4,86E-01 1.27E+01 12.6542 12.9996 
fs) Arsenic (As) lIS -0.00019433 -000019433 -0.00013142 -0.0001314 6.37E-06 
(s) Cadmium (Cd) g -8.79E-08 -8.79E-08 -5,95E-08 -5.95E-08 2.88E-09 
fs) Calcium (Ca) g -1. 94329 -1.94329 1463,18 1463.18 1464.62 
(5) Carbon (C) g -1.46E+00 -1.46E+00 L68E+04 16801.9 14541.7 
(5) Chromium (Cr III, Cr V1) IS -000243286 -0,00243286 5.19161 5.19161 5,19354 
(5) Cobalt (Co) g -8.nE-08 -8,nE-08 -6.03E-08 -6.03E-08 2.92E-09 
(5) Copper (Cu) g -4.46E-07 -4.46E-07 25.9663 25.9663 25.9673 
(5) Iron (Fe) g -0.971384 -0.971384 100.612 100.612 101.304 
(5) Lead (Pb) g -2.04E-06 -2.04E-06 2.07E+03 2069.51 2068.73 
(5) Manganese (Mn) g -1.94E-02 -1.94E-02 -1.31E-02 -0.0131422 0.0006371 
(5) Mercury (Hg) g -1.62E-08 -1.62E-08 -1.10E-08 -1.10E-08 5.31E-1O 
(s) Nickel (Ni) g -6,70E-07 -6.70E-07 -4.53E-07 -4.53E-07 2.20E-08 
(5) Nitrogen (N) g -7.61E-06 -7.61E-06 934.787 934.787 519.346 
(s) Oils (urupecified) g -0.00288562 -0.00288562 104393 104393 16896 
(5) Phosphorus (P) g -0.0243312 -0.0243312 1211.74 1211.74 1211.81 
(s) Sulphur (S) g -0.29151 -0.29151 10126.7 10126.7 7270,85 
(5) Zinc (Zn) IS -0,00730327 -0.00730327 1.13E+03 1125.2 1168.53 
(w) Acids (H +) IS 79.7877 79.7877 79,8092 79.8092 14.3823 
(w) Aldehyde (unspecified) g -0.00020802 -0.00020802 -0.00014072 -0,0001407 6.78E-06 
(w) Alkane (unspecified) g -12,7938 -12,7938 -8,58909 -8.58909 0.423401 
(w) Alkene (unspecified) g -1.18096 -1.18096 -0.792834 -0.792834 0.0390827 
I (w) Aluminium (Al3+) g -0,615356 -0,615356 -0,30952 -0.30952 0,140031 
I(w) Ammonia (NH4+, NH3, as N) g -35,6197 -35,6197 -1.40256 -1.40256 28.8518 
I (w) AOX (Adsorb able Organic Halogens) g -0.177745 -0.177745 -0,11827 -0.11827 0.0064532 
w) Aromatic Hydrocarbons (unspecified) g -51.194 -51.194 -34.368 -34.368 1.6954 
fW) Arsenic (As 3+ , As5+) g -0.0196558 -0.0196558 -0,00599823 -0.0059982 0.0048418 
(w) Barium (Ba++) g -246.377 -246.377 -165.404 -165.404 8.15383 
(w) Barytes g -6,89314 -6,89314 -4.66174 -4.66174 0.225996 
(w) Benzene (C6H6) IS -12,7975 -12,7975 -8.59157 -8.59157 0.42353 
fW) BOD5 (Biochemical Oxygen Demand) g -0,277474 -0.277474 3523,97 3523.97 3524.05 
fw) Boron (B III) IS -1.59603 -1.59603 -1.07149 -1.07149 0.0528249 
fw) Cadmium (Cd++) g -0.0233374 -0,0233374 -0.0121603 -0.0121603 0.0028352 
I (w) Calcium (Ca++) g -3.16E+03 -3,16E+03 -2.12E+03 -2123.25 104.841 
I(w) Cerium (Ce++) g -0.0981933 -0.0981933 -0,0659314 -0.0659314 0.0032367 
I(w) Cesium (Cs++) Ig L90E-06 1.90E-06 U2E-05 1.12E-05 1.28E-05 
lew) Chlorides (0-) Ig -4,51E+04 -4.51E+04 -2,80E+04 -27984.2 3009.06 
i (w) Chlorinated Matter (unspecified, as Cl) Ig -1.09601 -1.09601 -0,74122 -0.74122 0.0359333 
I(w) Chlorofoml (CHCI3) Ig -U8E-06 -1.18E-06 -7,95E-07 -7.95E-07 3.85E-08 
i (w) Chromium (Cr III) Ig 1.53E-01 1.53E-01 L54E-Ol 0.154183 0.0249219 
! (w) Chromium (Cr III Cr V1) 
i (w) Chromium (Cr VI) 
i (w) Cobalt (Co I, Co II, Co III) lIS -0.0003154 -0.0003154 -0.0002133 -0.0002133 1.03E-05 
I(w) COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) Ig -26.7083 -26.7083 4168.77 4168.77 4185.28 




























-92.4786 -92.4786 -62.085 -62.085 
81.7308 10.7308 63.7803 11.954 5.74543 
-3.02E-06 -3.02E-06 -1.70E-07 -1.70E-07 2.22E-06 
-4.91862 -4.91862 -3.30209 -3.30209 0.162778 
-11.3577 -11.3577 -6.68963 -6.68963 1.4449 
-9.83725 -9.83725 -6,60418 -6.60418 0.325556 
-19.6746 -19,6746 -13.2084 -13.2084 0.651115 
903.87 903.87 903.87 903.87 123.429 
826.553 826.553 826.553 826.553 112.871 
other refine 9.51E+03 9,51E+03 9,51E+03 9510.88 9510.88 
-0.528369 -0.528369 -0.321552 -0.321552 0.0687642 
-0.528276 -0.528276 -0.321547 -0.321547 0.0686954 
-9.33E-05 -9.33E-05 -5.25E-06 -5.25E-06 6.87E-05 
327.676 327.676 327,676 327.676 44.7462 
5.24649 5.24649 5.25E+00 5.24649 0.716441 
1879.53 1879.53 1879.53 1879.53 557.457 
-7.88E-Ol -7.88E-Ol -4,60E-01 -0.459962 0.0745695 
-0.560411 -0.560411 -0.376379 -0.376379 0.0188082 
21.6409 21,6409 164.638 164.638 
-4.53423 166.484 166.484 
-0.885421 -0.885421 
06 -1.29E-06 1.69E-05 
-0.402889 -OA02889 0.0204336 
-11.534 -11.534 3.93466 3.93466 13.1821 
-1.19368 -1.19368 -0.0670824 -0,0670824 0.878784 
-0.0722828 -0.0722828 -0.0483214 -0.0483214 0.0025894 




























90% energy 1S 
to a '-'V!.L!P''-';)lL!Vl 
in A.7 
species volume % mass % 
H2 39 3.5 
N2 2.1 2.6 
co 0 0.0 
H2S 0 0.0 
Cl 14.6 10.5 




C3 17.8 35.1 
C3 4.2 7.9 
iC4 6 15.6 
c4 1.1 2.8 
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